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CITY EDITION

an average of almost 13 an Inning,
wnom ne was employed. Marzyek'i
and "Matty" pitched only 115, an av
xormer wye, who1 obtained a divorce
erage of about 10 an Inning.
and remarried following his sentence
Both teams showed a strong tend
to the penitentiary; is a sister of Mrs,
ency to hit the flrBt ball yesterday.
Showman. She is said to have ma?e
The Giants hit the first ball that
a statement to the authorities
today
Coombs pitched on six different occa
that testimony by Mr. and Mrs. Showsions and the Athletics went after
man was largely responsible for
"
"Matty's" first no less than 13 times.
Marayek's conviction, and hat be
Only three times during the game
fore he went to prison he had sworn
The friends of
Otero that makes further association impos- archy? No, there is no question of
did Mathewson pitch more than four
,
vengeance.
who
sible.
attended
Let
last
us
consider for a moment principle involved, as the
balls to one batsman and Coombs
night's meeting in
It is' said Marzyek has been seen
RAIN PREVENTS GIANTS' AND
the hope of hearing from him some the explaantkm of the
INDECISIVE BUT BLOODY. BATTLE
made a similar record.
confesses. It is simply the spoiled about Ellsworth within
a week. Ths
ATHLETICS FROM MEETING
reasonable explanation of his political He says he was a candidate for the child crying because he cannot have
IS WAGED AT HANKOW,
finding last
of a bloodstained
IN PHILADELPHIA.
apostacy were grievously disappoint governoship, and that he did not get the moon, the player shouting that his shirt and a night
Sailors Run Away.
CHINA, TODAY
pair of nrison shoes in
San Francisco, Oct. 18. Special ed. There are those in this city who the nomination; that the convention nine lost because the umpire was
local hotel Toom whose occupant
cables received today indicate that fought his political battles in the days was under the control of a few lead against him, the streak of yellow has
disappeared, encouraged authori
IS TO BE PLAYED TOMORROW the
ARMY ANDNAVYPAHTIEIPATE
revolutionary government is when to declare oneself as his follow ers, and that they were not for him. showing in the man who cannot stand ties in their search for the
was
er
in
to identify oneself with a min And there his explanation ceases. No fair defeat Political honesty, grati vict'
China. At Can
spreading rapidly
V
UNLESS WEATHER INTERFERES ton it is reported that the authori ority iacuon, ana to such it was a word of disagreement on . party prin tude for a quarter century of favors,
Mrs. Minnie Vopat, former wife of
ties were djisarmin the new army in shock to find) the
the plat- ciples, no claim of treachery, no hint party fealty, loyalty to the men who Charles Marzyek. said todav that THE ROYAL TROOPS ARE AIDED
RECORD BREAKING CROWD
the fear its soldiers might desert to form companion of men who in those that
BY BIG FLEET OF WARSHIP3
promises were made and not car have for years supported him, all Marzyek was convicted Jbf forgery
WILL BE PRESENT.
the rebel side. Instead of raising days were his bitterest enemies, who ried out,
the single statement that these words have no meaning for his In Colorado Springs where the six
IN THE RIVER
just
the imperial dragon flags in celebra could not find words sufficiently he
wanted a nomination but could not ears. He has mmg his own requiem. members of the Wayne and Burnham
tion of the birthday of Confucius, the strong to express their dislike and
families were found killed ar.d that
BIG MELON FOR THE PLAYERS
Peace to his ashes.
Chinese of Hong Kong are today dis contempt for the then boss of the re- get It The explanation has at least
was acquainted in Monmouth, 111., THE REVOLUTIONISTS ATTACK
he
the merit of honesty, but when that The other ex governor also made
playing private flags. This act of publican party. Possibly it was the
where
three persons were slaip Octo
is
is.
said
all
said.
was
a matter of some remarks last evening, but they
It
INDICATION THAT THEIR SHARE implied
has
disloyalty
greatly realization of this situation, or some
ber 1. The weapon used in each in THEY
common
that
the
no
comment.
knowledge
merit
The attitude of stance was s& ax. , .
ENDEAVOR TO ANNIHILATE
alarmed the authorities. .
OF GATE RECEIPTS WILL
lingering thoughts of his political
was
candidate for the nomina- Haigerman, as every one. knows, is
A late dispatch from Hankow says
LOYAL SOLDIERS BEFORE REso
his
made
weak
that
TOTJAL $3,000 EACH.
treachery,
ven-tio-n
that 4,000 imperial troops encamped
simply one of personal spite, the de
tion, and that he made a pro-coINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE '
explanation of his change. And what
GOVERNMENT QUITS FIGHT.
north of Hankow today to await the an
campaign
to
sire
even
man
every
a
from
with
reaching
nearly
get
was
a
and what
explanation it
Washington, Oct. ,18. The govern
Philadelphia, Oct. 18. The Na- army of Honan before attacking Wu
county in the tetrritary, and yet he whom he believes he received a poliment
tional Commission at 11:40 o'lock a. Chang. The sailors of the Imperial light It cast upon the character of did not secure delegates
today abandoned Its legal fight
Hankow, Oct. 18. The first babtla
enough to tical Injury. His speech consisted in to recover
a penalty from the St. since the arrival of imperial troops;
m. officially
declared oft today's navy, attached to Admiral Sah Shen the man who made it!- A man who
Burrehash
Mr.
of charges against
warrant the placdng of his name beLouis National Stock yards, for al from the north was fought
world's championship baseball game Ping's fleet lying in the river there, bad held political office all his life,
today oti
fore the convention. Is his conceit sum, which he as well as everyone
between the Giants and the Athletics are reported to be deserting at every who had for three terms held the
leged violation of the' 28 hour law, the north bank of the Han river, jue
in
knows
else
have
been
believes
was
he
bo
that
he
the
disproved
great
of
territorial
In
the gift
highest
on account of rain. There will be a
place
regulating the feeding and watering west of this city.
opportunity and making for the revo- his
court and never had any basis in fact. Of
party, who had been the undis- only man entitled to be considered
live stock In Interstate transporta
game tomorrow, if the weather per- lutionists,
It was indecisive. The revolution
Progressive republicans in some tion.
mits.
puted boss of that party, asking ho for the governorship and that it was
,.",: V.. ''(;f.V :.
ists temporarily drove the imperirj
advice and brooking no disagreement, a species of lese majeste for anyone states stand for principles and policies
To none more than to the world's
troops back from their position but in
whose dally thought had been poll-tic- s else to aspire to it? And when he of government which they are en- champions of 1910 was the postpone
doing so they exhausted their riflo
ment a disappointment Flushed with
since he reached manhood and talks of bosslsm, has he forgotten jthe deavoring to have tried out in prac
ammunition and were compelled .to re
who had made his living from his days when he, by the control of both tice. In Newt Mexico, judged by the
yesterday's victory at New York, the
tire on their base at Wu Chang.
fighting American leaguers expected
party as other men support themselves the federal and territorial offices and meeting of last evening, they stand
The revolutionists, with iiantry sad,
to ko in today's game and make it
by a trade or profession. When surh patronage and the prestige of gover- for the expression of personal pique,
attacked the government
'
artillery,
ex
was
out
of
four.
Bender
three
man leaves his party his friends norship, bivssed conventions in a man- the gratification of personal spite,
were reinforced from the
which
troops,
At present' the Morning Journal of have a right to suppose that it is on ner compared-vpected to ascend the hurling mound
which the organiza- and the desire to get democrats in of
Chinese
In the river and supwarships
Now
at
that
another
for
victory.
try
Albuquerque is making a strenuous account of some great disagreement tion of the recent convention was an floe.
Mr. McDonald at "Albuquerque Sat- ported by the guns of the fleet.
Plank and Coombs each have a win- fight against the election, of H. O.
urday nighCsaid hb did not have an
While the fighting was Ib ,t)ropres
ning game to their credit, the Indian Bursum for governor and Is campaign
acre of land leased fronv the territory the 13 foreign vessels in the
rivei
is extremely anxious to hang a scalp ing for a constitution easier of amend
nor did his cattle companies.
landed a joint force under command
on his own belt.
ment. Read what the Journal had to
Will Mr. McDonald make that state- of Vice Admiral Sir Alfred L. win-Slo- e,
The Nationals, who came over from say a few short months
ment before a notary and make it un
ago and then.
commander ot the British astern
diswere
also
York
last
New
night,
patient peruser of these lines, 'endeav
der oath? These are the facts as sworn
fleet, Who, because, of his seniorappointed over the prospect of Idle- or to figure out where the Journal
to by Robert P, Ervlen, the land com ity, H&3 been glviem the direction of
'
ness. Some of the players who would stands now.!
.
',
missioner.. Does Mr. McDonald still the men engaged li OJB protection
one-day
'
' '"
talk, howevor, felt that the
On December 6, last year, the Jour--1
of the foreign concessions.
deny them? '.' d'"." . .' lay off might help the team.
New
of
nal published the following editorial:
.Mexico,
Territory
rne Kea cross neutra; carip
Shibe park had a deserted appearOountyt of Santa Fe. ss. ;
'Yesterday we reprinted an editorial
charge of Dr. MacWilHe, of
AnwijL
ance this morning. A more dismal from the
commissioner can mission, received and cired. for
I, Robert
in which
Liberal,
Lordsburg
aten
Mexico
when
Mr.
party-beEither
the
democratic
demoratic
the
elect
Last
Flood
you
has
mistaken
his
mission
day could not be imagined.
it was stated that three gentlemen
and demoralized did not to New Mexico. Posing as' an advo-cat- of public' lands of the territory of New the rebel wounded.
evening a line of ticket buyers start- in New Mexico alone could betrusted ticket or, if we have the power at
on , About 2,000 revolutionists were p:
all sorts of things and
to
threaten
next
do
of
50
the
sesion
of those things for which de- Mexico, do hereby certify that
congress
about
were
it,
ed to form and there
.were on ted
there
30th,
1911,
to
would
a
which
write
constitution
September
kinds
beall
of
election
against an equal number" 'of. loyal
we won't let you into the Union
frauds.
charge
mocracy should stand, he might have
in it when the rain began to fall. The
file and of record lii my office the soldiers, and it was a fair fight. Ear-H. B. Fergusson was men- cause we will not approve the procsuit
them.
The
worst
ever
election
frauds
some
votmade
perthe
the
upon
impression
showers came heavier dtorii(?(
i
tioned as one of the trio. Since that lamation admitting you even if the petrated In New Mexico have been ers out here, but he failed to realize following leases:
ly reports that the rebels outnumnight and when daylight arrived the time we have reecived the
No. 4625 Wm. 'C. McDonald, Carri-zoz- bered the enemy dye! to one were inthe
democratic
one.
bosses.
to
pertinent
should
issue
democratic
in
that
the
by
whose
bosses
American
perpetrated
try
The
president
line had disappeared.
N. M., containing 4800 acres in correct
that there is grave doubt This is in substance the threat of Do the people of San Miguel county hands he placed himself and whose
Only a part of the revo .
league players came to the grounds suggestion
6 South of Range 16 East N.
conTwp,
Mr.
a
of
could
that
draft
Martinez
the
Felix
were
made
participated and they
democratic
bosses
he
the
tionary
Fergusson
army
forget
reign
uncloaked
and
Coombs,
through
fight
espoused,
before 10 o'clock. Baker
M. P .M., which expires October 1st are
to
would
that they would
stitution
Hon. and his Union party? Do the Spanish and unmasked before he arrived.
he
which
sup- an outsider
a
the
claiming
agree
were
tonight
Virginian
greetof
the.
heroes
squad,
the
1914.
Above lease made on Applica- have routed completely the soldier
voters
was
of
Pecos
the
writ
weeks
D.
of
after
lower
it
three
member
the
port
valley
speaking
admirers
Flood,
Henry
ed by Congratulations from
Many Individuals, even more intel- tion No. 6081 of W.
McDonald.
from the north if their ammunition'
branch of congress and Inventor of get to vote?
who had the entrance to the grounds. ten."
and more able than Mr. Flood,
ligent,
4626 El tapdtan Uve .Stock had held out
No.
new
Mexico.
Mr.
New
in
Flood
Is
On
'27,
Journal
the
blue
the
this
April
year,
(ballot.
Both took their honors modestly.
have tried to threaten and browcompany, Carrlzozo, New Mexico conMr. Flood cloaked the threat nicely He has been here but a few days. He beat
This evening the Imperial troops
Baker's arm, which was spiked by gave birth to the following paragraph:
the people of New Mexico and
8312.80 acres, in Twp, 7 and are
information
from
secured
his
has
not
did
but
cloak
but
he
wants
he
sorehead
it
"What
when
the
enough
minority
waiting remforoeanieiits while thet
Centerflelder Snodgrass
failed. That is the history in New taining
8 South Ranges 20 and 21 East, N. revolutionists are
Mr. Jones., from Mr. Hand, from Mr.
was
He
its
Is
can
that
sinister
feet
a
felt
base
constitution
amend
be
third
that
meaning
into
replenishing their
himself
threw
;
Mexico, Mr. Flood should remember, M. P. M
which expires October 1st supplies. A renewal of hostilities may,
Mr. Fer said in effect that If election frauds Martinez and from Mr. McGill. He of the democratic
first In attempting to steal yester- - ed every fifteen minutes.
The
party.
only 1914. Above lease made on applica
at the
begin soon, as it apepars to be the
day, was given medical attention last gusson demonstrated in the conven were charged, New Mexico would be has taken the wrong track
hope for democracy is tor men to tion No. 6082 of El
benedemostart
and
whatever
If
out
Capitan Live Stock plan of the rebel leaders to force the
of
the
the
Union
destroyed
about
today tion that he never Vwants the same kept
'nleht and he is going
lead i it and preach its noctrlne of
demcompany, by Wm. C. McDonald, man fighting before the imperial
.
troops
with a bandage on the injured mem-- thiflg for sixteen minutes in succes- crats could do it, and at all events, fit he might have proved to the
good government who are men inMexico.
New
in
ocratic
the
members
elected
that
the
party
to
sion."
have been further strengthened. The
bar. ..:
stead of political hypocrites and - dema- ager.
No. 3025 Carrlzozo Cattle Ranch latter had lntetnded to delay1 an attack
lower branch of congress, where the
:
Mr. Flood has failed to understand gogues. Mr. Flood has mistaken the
The New York players spent the
democrats have power, would not be that not until such men as Jones, temper and
Company, Ltd., Carrizozo, N. M., con on Wu Chang until their members
morning Indoors. They are in good
of
of
the
spirit
12
not TWO MORE JURORS
seated but that their democratic op- Martinez, Hand and McGill are repu- New Mexico. He has made people
were sufficient to make victory prob.i physical condition. The men are
the worst taining 11,340.527 acres, in M.Twp.
be
P. M., able and it had been rumored that
would
seated.
East, N.
diated by the democratic party; that break of the democratic
South, Range
ponents
blue ovef yesterday's heartbreaking
campaign.
clean not until the leaders of the demo- He has attempted to" bulldoze and which expires October 1st, 1911. there would be no battle before next.
This is nice politics nice
defeat and express confidence in the
AbovKi lease made on application No.
' '
'
ARE CHALLENGED politics of the kind they have in Vir- cratic party are men In whom the frighten the people of the west.
.outcome Of the aeries.
Saturday.
com3806
in
of
Carrlzozo
the
Ranch
Cattle
file
this
voters
share
the
will
in
of
and
rank
we
in
spirwho
Texas
and
and
presume
Players
ginia
The rebels, who occupy Wu Chang, .
Mr. Flood is a tenderfoot in the
in Arizona where the most high hand- state have some confidence; that not
pany, Ltd., by W. C. McDonald, man- Hankow and Han Tang, were alive fc
iting of the receipts for the world's
New
Mexico
situation.
He
political
of enjoying the DEFENSE IN M'NAMARA TRIAL IS ed election methods are used by the until Mr. Jones quits trying to corager.
, series, are assured
the government's purpose and, dutrinq
In witness whereof I have hereunto last
USING ALL PRECAUTION IN'
Wiriest 'slice ever handed out. In
ral all the waters for his lands and would have saved votes for the party
democratic bosses.
night 2,000 men crossed the Tangj
From
a politi- set my hand1 and affixed the seat of
. For what-dOBTAINING JURY.
Mr. Flopd take the Mr. Donald and Mr. Hagerman quit by remaining away;
,
previous years f 1,800 was a high
Tse Klang river from Wu Chang and
cal
should
the
republicans
standpoint
water mark, but when the present
my office this 17th day of October, A. at daybreak they fell on the Imperial ,
citizenship of New Mexico?. Does, he trying to grab the public lands of the
:
Los Angeles, Oct. 18. The defense think the old spirit of the west is new state; that; not until the demo- welcome him. He has done more to D. 191L
series ends, indications point to the
camp. They attacked with dash, an
individual players drawing down as In the McXamara murder trial began dead? Does he think that threat or cratic party stands for honest prin- insure a republican victory in the (Seal)
ROBT. P: ERVIEN,
the government troops, taken somecamnew
state
in
than anything
the
much as 3,000 apiece. For the three today's work by challenging ... for cajolery from a rank outsider, a dem- ciples, honest methods and honest
Commissioner of Public Lands. what at a
'
thus
disadvantage, respond e
far.
paign
"
games already played the receipts cause George W. MeKee, a contract agogue and a political trickster like candidates and for a square deal for
:
loyally.
have totaled $195,914. Of this the or who said he had a fixed opinion himself, can force the old Thornton the little fellow as well as for me big There is one bluff a New Mexico
The fighting was severe but it im
one, it cannot hope to gain power in citizen will call every time that is a
players are due to receive $105,793. that the Los ' Angeles Times was gang back into the saddle? '"
LOYAL LEGION IN SESSION
'
impossible to estimate! the casualties,
v
s
blown up by dynamite. The prosecuIn Ne
this state.
Was there ever an
threat.
Philadelphia, Oct 18. The annual as the correspondents were not pertion resisted the challenge and AsScalper Fail to Thrive.
meeting of the commandery in chief mitted near the firing line and those
xV
New York. Oct. 18. Scalpers with sistant District Attorney G. Ray Hor-to- n
of the Military Order of the Loyal who witnessed the battle .from the
took up the ques- by Attorney'' Darrow. He declared placed there unlawfully?" he was
seats for the. world's series ailed to
Immediately
Legion, composed ot representatives river were fired oni..
"
v
his belief that the 'explosion) twas asked by Attorney Darrow.
WAS CRIMINAL
,.
yesterday. After all the talk tioning:'
of 21 state commander! es, began its
' thrive
was
At the first sound of firing Admiral
labor
and
"Yes,"
caused
that
Manning's reply.
by dynamite
The challenge against McKee is in
of counterfeit tickets, the "fans"
sessions In this city today. It will Sah Chen
" exercised caution and scalpers found line with the avowed
for
were
leaders
union
Ping, in command of thet
responsible
depolicy of the
close with a banquet tomorrow night Chinese
LUMBER RAiTES CONTINUE.
warships, ordered men land'
SAME
themselves with plenty of unsold fense under Attorney C. S. Darrow it.' There was a spirited eolloquy beLieut Gen. Johi C Bates is com- ed to
Washington, Oct 18. All of the
to try to show that the Times build- tween counsel, who were admonished
flupport General Chang Pio, for"
seats on hand after the game.
mander in chief. One of thel principal
.much
so
not
Line
allowances
to
show
the
court
commander of the troops of the
Tap
were sent out today for ing was blown up by gas and that by
given
marly
. Invitations
matters to be considered at the meet- a. baseball banquet to be given by a James B. M;Namara, on trial for the heat.
Wu Chang district 'who had assumed
along the lumber carrying railroads CRIMES COMMITTED IN KANSAS
ing la the project to build a $"00,000 command of the imperial troops. Thw
On the defense again challenging in the southwest which were to have
dozen' prominent "fans" at an uptown death of Charles J. Haggerty, who
AND COLORADO IDENTICAL
national monument in ' Washington to rebels
canceled
been
be
November
Jensen
for
District
will
14,
evlan
cause,
as
was.
Attorney
had anticipated this move $yt
in
killed
the
hotel Saturday evening,
Tlnfea disaster,
IN DETAIL.
the memory of the women of the civil the fleet and
' dence of
directed a hot fire ew
eith- Fredericks reiterated his opinion that continued in effect until February 1,
appreciation of Mr. Brush, could not have been responsible
war.
'
Jensen was a fair juror. Jensen de- 1912. The Interstate commerce comand the landing parties:
McGraw and the members of the er for the explosion or for
the
Mr.
warships
:
Ellsworth, Kan., Oct 18. Couny
death. The state made the clared his belief was due .to news- mission announced today that it" had
from the Wu Chang bank of the rtven.
Hew Tork baseball club In bringing
authorities today began a search for
theH championship
of the National point thtft an opinion as to the cause paper and magazine comment Judge reached no final conclusions.
Admiral Sah Chen Ping In turn or
FARM WORK FOR PRISONERS.
Charles Marzyek, an
In
of the explosion need not necessarily Bordwell also withheld judgment on
dered
the warship to fire on the rebllS.
Oct.
v league to New York.
A..
Halbert
of
Omaha,
connection with the murder here Sun- Kansas City believes in farm work els and for a time shells fell thick
POSTOFFICE BURNS DOWN.
"Bte BUI" Edwards, the former prejudice a juror to such an extent Jensen and Simon H. Manning was
e
Santa Fe, N. VL, Oct 18. The
day of William Showman, Mrs. Show- for prisoners who have been found among the rebels gunners. The war
'Princeton football star. Is head of the that he cannot give a fair- trial. questioned.
'
, were seriously:
man and their three children. GovManning said he believed in labor
at the Indian pueblo of San
committee on arrangements. Job B. Judge Bordwell' said he would pass
guilty of misdemeanors and ex ship officers, hower-runions. He admitted that he had "a
n
eighteen miles north of ernor W. R. Stubbs has offered a $500 plained his ldeaa to the American handicapped by thf danger to the
Hodges, the republican campaign prat- upon McKee's eligibility later.
Talesman Otto O. Jensen, a farmer, tolerably strong opinion on the case" Santa Fe, burned down last night all reward for the slayer.
er,1, will act as foastmaster.
in their firo.
Prison association today. A paper by
concessions
Coombs and Mathewson pitched a who said he had a strong prejudice whictf it would take a great deal of the records, money order blanks,
Marzyek was released fijom, the James A. Kayll, visiting adviser of
Two foreign newspaper correspondtotal of 243 balls iri the eleven in against labor unions and "a firm evidence to remove."
stamps, cash and supplies being de- penitentiary a year ago after serving the department of justice, Welling- ents narrowly r'scaped with their
"You have an opinion that the stroyed. It is suspected that the fise a sentence for grand larceny for ton, N. Z., was read, Mr. Kayll being
nings yesterday at the Polo grounds. opinion as to the cause of the Times
Of this number Coombs pitched 128, explosion" was challenged for cause building was blown up by dynamite wos of incendiary origin.
stealing wheat from a farmer by absent.
(Continued on Page Pour)
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TWO

LAM VEGAS OAIL

Confidence and Prosperity
Or Distrust and Disaster;
Which Do You Want, Mr. Voter?
After all the arguments nave been ingly for the protection of American
examined and all the statements industries, so long as they need' prosifted, this fact stands out above all tection. It insists that the American
others: The business men, and the laborer shall not be deprived, of his
working men, the stock men and the work at good wages, to increase the
farmers, the railroaders and the min- trade of Importers of foreign goods.
ers want to 'see the state of New It insists that American producers
Mexico prosper; they would like to shall continue to utilize the natural
have more railroad building, more resources of the country, and give
construction work, new industries, employment to its labor, at a fair
more extensive investments in mines, profit when measured by the cost of
greater opportunities for ever one production elsewhere. When tariff
and especially the laboring man. The duties go beyond this, and afford un
real question, which lies at the foun- reasonable profits or monopolies, it
dation of New Mexico's future ad- wants them reduced, but it does not
vancement and prosperity Is: Who want them reduced by wholesale,
Is more likely to give New Mexico simply because somebody calls it re
that stability for the next five years, form, and where the people benefited
that wise and firm government, that are the competitive producers of othmust be assured before capital and er countries. It does not see any
enterprise will invest the republl good in free hides, when our shoes
cans or the democrats?
cost as much as before, and the price
The answer might be difficult, if of the hides is not materially re
there were no precedents. But na- duced, but the amount of the duty
tional as well aa state history fur- which has been removed goes into
nishes them, and every New Mexico the pockets of the foreign producers
business man knows In his leart and instead of into the United States
every stock man, every farmer, every treasury. It makes a serious differ
railroader, ever miner, every work- - ence to the ranchman, the laborer
Ingmap, should know that the nation and the merchants of New Mexico
la now watching New Mexico, Is ex whether the fifteen million pounds
pecting it to be republican on Novem- of wool she produces shall bring 20
ber 1, and will turn away from It with cents a pound, or five cenfls, as it did
distrust and disgust should tt place under the 'Tariff Reform' policies of
And
the democrats in office and in power the Cleveland administration.
to give free reign to their vagaries, the republicans of New Mexico do not
their revolutionary Ideas, with the believe in such 'reform at the exdistrust and uncertainty they would pense of our own people, and for
Imply, for the next five years. ' No the benefit chiefly of foreign wool
pne expressed this, perhaps, better growers and eastern manufacturer?.
than did ppn. Frank Springer In Ills They remember, the empty dinner
addresg on Saturday evening at Las pail of the American worklngman all
over"- - this country in 1893, and thoy
(Vegas, when he paid;
"The republican party Invites the are not pining for any more 'reform
confidence and the votes of the peo- of that kind.
"These are national issues as well
ple now, because it stands as It always has done, for the vital Interests as local, and they are of double imof New Mexico. It stands for those portance to us now, because In our
policies under which the state can new capacity of sovereign state, it
flourish and remain prosperous and may fall to the lot of New Mexico to
without which, if overturned, it is decide the next presidential election
bound to suffer from depression, di- or to determine the policies of con
minished returns from her existing gress in regari to these Waiters
of which arj, e0 vital to bur welfare and
industries, and discouragement
new" ones, It stands
nnfjgjpjg. j prosperity." Sab ta Rosa Sun,
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The departemnt of Justice may be D0NT TELL OF THEIR RICHES
consulted before action is taken, and
also the political forecasters, with, a Great Britain Has Many Millionaires
- Who
view to avoiding storm areas on the
Keep Quiet About Their
Great Wealth.
eve of the presidential campaign.

COLD

RECEPTION FOR
FORME:; GOVERNOR

REJ. HAGERMAN
CEIVED A FROSTY GREETING
AT MORA LAST NIGHT.

HERBERT

"While people in Europe marvel at
the big Incomes of our American magnates," said Arthur Albert Brooks,
late of London, who has come to this
side for permanent residence, "it must
be admitted that there are many men
in Great Britain who are blessed with
large Incomes and are careful to make
r.o reference to the fact that the newspapers. Possibly England has as many
millionaires to' the population as this
country, but It would be disputed
by any one who bad not taken
;lio pains to look up the figures.
"They are reaching out in England
for a higher tax on Incomes, and it
as the operation of this new law that
brought forth the information. In .the
United Kingdom there are more than
10,000 persons with an income of more
than $30,000 a year. They average
"S.OOO a year each.. There ere 20
;ren in commercial pursuits who have
aa income ench of more than $250,000,
"I am told that ycu can find 20 men
n cue business b'.ock down to.vn in
ew York city with that Income, and
anxious to double It Possibly in
.ome of your industrial towns you
iiave groups of millionaires who will
isugh at our claims in England of
Incomes. ' But our average to
,'ue population will keep up well.
"The agregate gross income of the
inhabitants of the United Kingdom is
n ore than $5,000,000,000, and the aver-cg- e
to each inhabitant will compare
favorably with the annual incomes of
citizens on this side of the water."

18, 1911.

YOU WILL WANT A NEW FALL COAT FOR

YOURSELF OR DAUGHTERS

Coats Will Be Worn This Autumn More Extensively
Than Ever

Mora, N. M., Oct. 17. These
cold nighU in Mora county at

are
this

r

Originality

Style,

and Elegance

season of the year, but last evening
was the coldest yet recorded, owing
to the big frost occasioned by the
progressive republican meeting addressed by former Governor H. J.
Hagerman and C. D. Cleveland, a
lawyer of Las Vegas. Mr. Hagerman
addressed the assemblage a short
time, speaking in favor of McDonald
for governor. Then Mr. Cleveland
took the stage and proceeded to ar
raign Mr Bursum, republican guber
natorial candidate.
It had been advertised that the republican governor of New Mexico
would address the meeting.
Many
people, supposing thia to mean Governor William J. Mills, came to Mora
from various parts of the county.
When they .discovered the nature of
the meeting and the identity of the
speaker many of them hitched1 up
their horses and drove back home.
Upon alighting from an automobile
upon his arrival here, Mr. Hagerman
asked of a man standing In the
street:
"How are you going t ovote?"
"I don't know," was the reply.
Mr. Hagerman suggested: "Are you
a democrat or a republican?"
The man responded with: "I can't
conscieutlously vote either, of the
tickets."
'Then you had better vote the pro
gressive ticket," " Mr. Hagerman re-

KILLING OFF

THE

MOSQUITO

Hat Been Done With Crude
Petroleum, and the Fish Experiment Works Well.

Much

Mark Our Collection of Separate Coats.

You need not waste time looking any further or waiting for the
best styles any longer the finest coa's that the most skillful tailors
have fashioned are here in extensive assortments.
Any kind of a coat you want is here. There's almost no limit
to the styles, the fabrics, the colors and the sizes every one fresh
and new, smart and becoming, serviceable and moderately priced.

Besides Insuring Absolute Style, Perfect Fit and Utmost
Service by Choosing Now, You Will Also Save on Your
Purchase.

We Bought These Garments at Unusually

Favorable Prices and Give You the Full Benefit of Our '
Good Fortune.

Every coat we show is exclusive in style. Your neighbor, or
friend CANNOT have a coat like yours if you buy it here,

Children's Coats

much time to

to

$1.50

Misses'

$7.50

Coats
"

$3.50 to $15.00

Women's

Coats

$7.50 to $35.00

iiur to

HANGE
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According to those who have given
the Question of destroy
ing the' mosquito, considerable progress has been made in that direction
in the last few years. Many of the
breeding places have been wiped out
In New Jersey and Staten Island, but
unfortunately enough still remain to
give the insects plenty of chance to
joined.
(
has been
"What is that and where can I find multiply. Crude petroleum
used with good effect In places where
It?" was the man's rejoinder.
the drainage Is bad, but this, of
Mr. Hagerman was unaole to reply course, can bring only a temporary
for hft knew that he was working In cessation of breeding.
The fish experiment & k& to have
Ha tArABt of a democratic ticket
and he had no progressive ticket to been used sucfuUy m the Barbados. All the ftwamtts and nonds were
offer the man.
Blocked some years ago with a speThe meeting made one convert, a
cies of fish that feed on the larvae
hl3
in
democrat having announced
of the mosquito. These fishes multiply
tention of becoming a progressive re rapidly and thrive in the West InArmstrong they were filled with alIs presumed he did this dian waters. In a short time there
arm. Armstrong changed the cus publican. It
coat wrong side out or wre millions of them in the swamps
his
turning
LUVL
1U toms stamp irom a long, green to a by
MUULU
lor the people and pponda, and It was observed that
a
handspring,
turning
small white one. That probably was
of this county are unable to ascertain mosqultos were comparatively scarce
to
the manufacturers of
satisfactory
-Cthe difference between a democrat In the Islands. V--domestic" cigars, but .they would not
The success of this experiment led
and a progressive republican, as tbey
DR. DAVIES CONSECRATED
stand for Armstrong's next proposi- are both
to
the stocking of standing waters in
suc-es- s
of
for
the
working
Jamaica a year or two ago, and the
Worcester, Mass.,
Oct.
IS. The
tion to have the white stamp affixed the democratic ticket.
health authorities of that Island re- Rev. Dr. Thomas Frederick Davles,
on the lid of thB box. The American
is
Mora county
strongly republican port a considerable diminution of feJr., for eight years rector of All Saints
declared that and will
cigar manufacturers
give a big majority for Bur-su- ver as a result of the destruction ot
'
this city, was today consecratchurch,
imArmstrong was favoring the importof
the
In spite of the effort
the mosquito larvae.
ed bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
ARE ers, because a Btamp like the new one ported speakers who addressed the
BUT TREASURY. OFFICIALS
diocese of western Massachusetts.
placed on top of every box of Import people last ngiht.
AFRAID TO TAKE THIS IMPOR
"Mule" Stampeded.
The ceremony took place in All Saints
ed cigars would amount to a governTANT STEP
It was in the battle of Stone River, church In the presence of a large asment guarantee of the Imported prod- 4.
4- a raw Hoosier recruit In one of semblage of bishops,
clergy and lay"Washington, Oct. 18. With gloves uct The cigar manufacturers carried
Grose's regiments got very much in- men.
Bishop Tuttle of St. Louis preWITH THE BOXERS
terested In the fight. It was the first
cn, prominent treasury department of the fight to the powers higher up.
He had been sided and was assisted by Bishop
time he smelled fire.
ficials are handling a subject which,! They charged that Armstrong had
in favor of 4.4.
discriminated
In the army to learn its Lawrence of Massachusetts and Bishpreviously
long
enough
with
loaded
is
dynathey recognize
contro
Bishop
Ad Wolgast demands $22,000 win, slang, and he used It zealously. The op Brewster of Connecticut
mite, namely, proposed changes In the Importers and engaged in
fellow fought like a tiger. He loaded Burgess of Long Island preached the
domestic
versies
with
the
producers.
with
a
man
in
his
bit
who
or
for
battle
lose
run,
the cigar stamps. The last
In a good deal less than "nine times," sermon and Bishops Johnson of Los
won and Armstrong retired to Matt Wells.
tempted to intetrfere seriously, with They,
and fired whenever he could see a
and Williams of Michigan
in
life
a
private
hurry.
of
Young
Saylor, the Indianapolis head. His whole soul was In it. Ev- Angeles
the .customs cigar stamp on boxes
were the presenters.
The complete
domestic cigar makers got busy lightweight, has passed up an offer
The
B.
was
Robert
shouthe
ery time he leveled and fired
imported perfectos
ritualistic
of
the
church was
ceremony
several
when
the
ago,
years
Ausfrom Hugh Mcintosh to go to
ed; "Here's your mule," snap bang, carried out In
Armtrongj once assistant secretary again
the
consecration.
war
ot
Affairs
the
Bureau
Insular,
of
mule!"
At
"here's
about
the
tralia.
head
afterward
your
and
cf the treasury
twentieth round a confederate sharpwelJoe Walcott the
of several corporations in New York-H- e department authorized the Philippine
shooter struck him in the left arm. FOLKS PAST FIFTY
lato
of
affix
manufacturers
a
accigars
can
"come
thinks
which
he
that
lost his official bead,
terweight
He looked at the wound with amazeMUST USE CASCARETS
counts for the care with which his bel bearing the approval of the gov back" and has signed to meet Bob ment and with a sort of
ejacspasm,
ernment.
and
the
Philipthat,
In
stating
Boston.
Lee
Buccessors and their associates are ap
ulated "they've shot me!" then laying What Glasses Are to Weak
s
were made under cleanly
Eyes,
down his musket carefully, and stripproaching in the matter. Yet, for the pine cigars
to
Are
A
Bowdls
Weak
not
conditions.
It
and
did
sanitary
UNIVERSALIST CONVENTION
,
sake of economy, they are willing
ping off his accoutrements he also
Box Will Truly
to risk a great deal under the admin take the American manufacturers
Springfield, , Mass., Oct. 18. Eight laid them down deliberately, and ran
Amaze
You.
adhundred leaders of the Universalist to the rear with frantic energy. It was
titration of Secretary Franklin Mc- long to convince the republican
evident
"here's
mule"
had
that
ministration
should
that
your
the
practice
church
throughout the country were
, ,
Veagh,
Most old people must give to the
The officer who describIn the course of invesigations un- be stopped, and General Clarence R. in attendance here today at the open- stampeded.
ed the affair said it was the most lu- bowels some regular help, else they
chief
insular
of
the
Edwards,
bureau,
ing of the general convention of their dicrous incident he 'had ever wit- suffer from
der his auspices somebody discover
constipation. The condied, that the government could save had to do a lot of explaining. The denomination. At the lniatial session nessed on a battlefield.
"Rosey" tion Is perfectly natural. It is just
abolished.
thia morning Rev. N. F. Dickerman laughed at It until the tears rolled as
$10,Tl00 a year if, instead, of having "sanitary" stamp wasi
natural as It is for old people to
The reasons for care on the part of of Connecticut discussed "The New down his cheeks.
separate customs and' internal reve
walk
For age is never so
slowly.
The convention
nue stamps Jor affixing on imported the treasury officials are apparent Denominationalisim,"
active as youth. The muscles are
is
that
It
the
predicted
proposed proper will last only five days, but
cigars, the former by the government
Boss Among Vultures.
And the bowels are
less elastic.
and the latter! by the importers, theses s lamp change may be dropped. One the meetings of the different church
The most beautifully colored of all muscles.
reason
for
Is
this
the
that
it
fact
organizations will probably take over vultures belong to the New World
stamps could be combined or consol
So all old people need Cascarets.
family; it is the true king vulture of One might as well refuse to aid weak
idated, and the burden of attaching would cost the bureau of engraving a week.
South
to
cut
dies for
American forests. Its plumage
them be shifted entirely to the cigar and printing $12,000
is of a delicate cream, with black eyes with glasses as to neglect this
Of course, this Territory of New Mexico,
Immediately Secretary the new stamps.
importers.
The
quills, and the bare head is brilliant- gentle aid to weak bowels.
County of San Miguel.
MacVeagh's economy boosters took up would be only once, and the Bavlng
must
be
bowels
active.
is
This
colored
kept
with
ly
red
and
orange.
of $10,000 labor cost would be made
In the Probate Court.
the matter for consideration.
This handsome bird exercises regal important at all ages, but never so
In the matter of the estate of BerAssistant Secretary Curtis and J, annually, it is stated.
authority over black vultures and tur- much as at fifty.
Another reason has been found by tha Hveem, deceased.
H. Halstead, who have charge of cus
key buzzards, In the same way as the
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
Notice of time of proving last will Pondlcherry vulture does over grif- Youth
toms matters, took; the bait Howev the internal revenue bureau in section
may occasionally whip the
fons, etc., so that If any dissatisfied In- bowels
er, when Royal, E, Cabell, commission 3,402 of the Revised Statutes, which and testament
into activity. But a lash cant
dian vulture succeeded In reaching
er of internal revenue, was taken into provides among other things, that "all To Whofn It May Concern:
used
be
every day. What the bowels
You are hereby notified that the South America, he would find some
the confidence of the economy pro- cigars Imported ' from foreign counof the old need is a gentle and nanew bosses awaiting his arrival.
;
moters there was trouble. He said tries shall pay. In adltion to the im 20th day of November A. D., 1911, at
The American boss, however. Is not tural tonic. One that can be conthe Dlan. would never do. He doubt port duties Imposed thereon, the tax 10 o'clock in the forenoon has been as large and strong as his Indian .rela- stantly used without harm. The only
ed whether, it would save money, prescribed by law for cigars manufac fixed and appointed by the Judge of tive named Pondlcherry. Both of these such tonic is Cascarets and they cost
If it would, he thought the importers tured in the United States, and shall the above entitled court, for the hear- bosses, It should be mentioned, are only 10 cents per box at any drug
and proof of any Instrument pur- much more strikingly colored than the store.
might object to it because they would hare the same stamps affixed." That ing
They work while you sleep.
to be the last will and testa- subjects over which they exercise auporting
have to do all the stamp licking for provision is most important in the
ment of Bertha Hveem,; deceased, and thority. Rosary Magazine.
admonished the
Uncle Sam and be out of pocket 'be opinion of internal revenue people,
"My daughter,"
for the hearing of objections to the
fond mother, 'if that young man evei
sides. On tie other hand, Mr. Cabell who declare that it absolutely prohibAwkward.
tries to kiss you slap his face. "I almanufacturers its the combination stamp, because a probate of the same.
knew that domestic
In witness whereof, I have hereunThis is how "salvation" wwas being ways do," replied the dutiful daughwould object to the scheme because combination customs
and internal to set
hand and affixed the seal of brought about A captain in the ter.
it would give imported cigars a dis revenue stamp can not he "the same said my
this 17th day of October, "Army," noted for his erudition and
court
tinctive mark which might be prefer- stamp" as the internal revenue stamp. A. D. 1911.
enthusiasm, said: "If you look to the
'
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
red by the consumer to the detri- Customs officials say they" do not inhens they never so much as take a
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Your
druggist will refund money If
of
drink
water
in
ment of the home product
law
without
the
that way.
terpret
raising their
Clerk of the Probate Court San Mi- bills in
token of2grattiude. Oh, that we PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
When the advocates of the plan
At any rate there will be no hurry guel County, New Mexico.
were all hens!" To which there was case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
heard this and recalled the fate of about adopting the economy schema
an unanimous response of "Amen!"
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
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"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
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The Leadin fj Brands of High Patent Flour

.

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

,

,

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The "Want Ad. Habit Is the best all round
good habit anyone can have."

.

-

.

:

Anyone who will read each day The
Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will
surely get quick
success.

0

,

The Want Ad. Habit is the. one habit
that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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THE NEAL TREATMENT

MOUNTAIN, LAKE AND RIVER ARE HOLDING OUT ALLUREMENTS TO THE
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ALCOHOLISM

DEVOTEES OF DOG AND

HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE

THE OPENING OF BIG GAME SEASON

GUN-WIT- H

WORLD

long winter, beer are still to be seen the National American Woman Suffrequently In the more remote moun- frage association, which will be for-
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tain fastnesses and the hunters are
likely at any time to make a lucky
shot Insuring them a Juicy bear steak
and a pretty rag aa a trophy.
South of Las Vegas there are millions of quail. On the lakes
and
si reams the ducks and geese are arThere is
riving from the north.
plenty of sport for every sportsman.
There is but one drawback.
Pall
weather has Increased business to
proportions and many of the
men with sporting blood in their reins
are obliged to remain at home for the
scrciid purpose of making money. Even these, however, are taking every
opportunity to make excuses however
trivial, for forsaking business and
pursuing game and pleasure in the
country.
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SUFFRAGISTS GATHER
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 18. Prominent
woman suffragists are already arriving
In considerable numbers and committee meetings are being held In

Harvey's Mountain Ranch, Near Which Deer and Grouse Abound.
Tinged by the hands of Jack Frost
the gorgeous colors of nature's palette the mountains in the
vicinity of Las Vegas- are beautiful
during these sunshiny autumn days.
The deep green of the pines and the
salmon and gray of the granite, with
black earth, form a beautiful background for the yellow, red and green
of the leaves and shrubbery. The
beautiful
in summer,
mountains,
stately and grand in winter, are
perb in early autumn.
Attracted fry. thoughts of happy
days in the canyons and hills amid
magnificent scenery and bracing frosty air, which is like balm to the. lungs
oi the townsmen, many huntsmen
have been making their way to the
mountains.
The deer season opened Sunday and
who like to
many of the
try for big game have already made
.their first excursions. Grouse are
abundant In the hills and the nimrods
have returned with game bags well
filled.. The fact that there is abundant herbage in the higher altitudes
has made the deer exceedingly hard
to approach, as they are keeping well
out of reach. However, several fine
bucks have been seen recently and
the deer are more plentiful than for
with, all

-

for the annual convention of

AS

The Only Cure

v

That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic
beverages of any
kind whatsoever. It is administered
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted
by the
goverrment of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and lull information will be
furnished upon application

The
mally opened here tomorrow.
convention this year promises to 'be
the most notable In the history of the
equal rights movement, A fine array of talent has been engaged to address the various meetings, consisting
cf prominent men and women who
have becpme famous for their devotion and labor along different lines of
human activity. The Indications are
that every state will be represented
at the convention.

-

ARMY OF THE CUMBERLAND
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 18. The
Z9th annual reunion of the Society of
the Cumberland began heer today,
with headquarters ad the Hotel Patten. Features of the opening session
this monung were an address of welcome by H. Clay Evans and a response by Gen. P. Thurston, president
of the society.
TWs afternoon the
members visiter the neighboring battlefields. The reunion will conclude
with a camp fire meeting tomorrow
night.

The Original Neal

Call or Write

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 Nprth Second Street

Phone 321
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

99

several seasons. Colder weather will
insure some good shooting soon.
Though the fishing season has closed the wielders of the rod and fly will
bt glad to learn that Territorial Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable and his dep-uties are not neglecting the famous
trout streams in the vcinity of Las
Vegas.
Yesterday 60,000 young trout
were brought to Las Vegas from a fish
hatchery in Colorado. Today William
Harper, Byron T. Mills and Margarito
Romero began stockingthe streams.
In the canyon above his famous El
Porvenir resort Sir. Romero liberated
a large number of fish and there will
be plenty of sport for the 'guests of
his hotel next summer as well as for
the fisherman who whips the streams
are now
below it. Many hunters
making El Porvenir and Harvey's upper ranch their headquarters- while
pushing more deeply into the mountains in search of game. Both places
are admirably suited to the needs of
the hunters, who consider themselves
fortunate in possessing such comfortable quarters in which to secure a
good meal and a cozy bed after their
return from a busy day with gun
and dog.
- Though they soon will be seeking
a place in which to sleep away the
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every Baking Problem.

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEE'S
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Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS

A ROGERS SILVERWARE)
COUPON IN EVERY SACK

S

Gross, Kelly

Co.
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Ask Your Grocer for It
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Galhnas River Restocked With Trout Today

Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
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ALTMORE

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to IB In.

Sizes

Front2KIn.
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Distributors

Back 134 In.
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Styles.

lbs. or

RETAIL PRICES- Mors, Each Dsllvsry ..................

to 2,000 Ibt., Each Dsilvary
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Dellvsry
Ltw Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.

.

.

I

In IBM

Front IX In.
Back IAIn.

20e
2So

pr
pr

Mo par
40c
SOe

pr

per

10t lbs.
103 lbs.
100 tbs.
100 lbs.
100 lb.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which' Have Made Las Vegas '
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Scene in Mountains Above El Porvenir

Get Rid of Your
Stomach Troubles

Sufferers from stomach irregularities are kept

painfully fconacious of having s atoraach.'r 1(
uch poor sufferers can only be induced to
. TAKE STOMAUX.
the dieestiou remedy
favorably known throughout Europe, they will
soon be rid of any reminders that they

fv

stomachs. .
The distressing, 'accompaniments of Bad Digestion will disappear Headaches, Backaches.
Heart PalpilUoa. Vertigo, flatulency. Nausea, Sleeplessness, Bad Breath. Anaemia, Con- supation, etc.
No matter how obstinate your case has tieen, a trial of the nsreeable, safe and marvelous

i

i
gr

,.Jbuc.., ..:s

.

will bring you back your normal stomach. It has cured cases of many years' standing;.
uriai ootue will convince; a few bottles will cure. Ask Your Druggist. '
E. FOUGERA & CO, Aganta U. &. NEW YORK.
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Ranch Home at Harvey's An Ideal Hunting Lodge.
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must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the
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The outlook for success in the new
of the republican state ticket.
slate
PUBLISHED BY
is excellent. The party was never in
THi OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
better condition for a. campaign and
(iHOOKPOHATHl )
the democrats on the other hand were
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR never in a worse condition. The republican party goes Jnto this campaign
Blriuoed of all element of discord. It
has within its. fold no man whose
uifr-at the Postoffloe at East hand and heart is against it, wherea3
te Veaa, New Mexico, for tr&nsmis-felo- the' democratic party is badly divided
L.ough the United States Mails cn all issues, on all candidates and
as second class matter.
forced to assimilate a
prog
ressive element that wants only of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
'
fice.
DAILY BT CARRIER
The situation' In Bernalillo county,
06
I'er Copy ..,
One W eek
.. .11 where the county officers all seek to
One Mtuth
86
keep their Jobs through 'the medium
Ouroar
$7.60 of the democratic
party nd where the
DAILY BY MAIL
are determined to make
republicans
Oik- fear
f 8.00 a clean
ona of the encour
sweep,
Eu Month
J. to
of
the
campaign thus far.
signs
aging
VvtEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Bernalillo county Is in better shape
GROWER
so far as the republican party is conOn
fear
IJ.00 cerned and especially the state ticket,
.
1.00 that It has ever been in. It will give
, Six Mntha"
i Cash In Advance for Mall
a majority of 12,000 for the state tick
Subscriptions.)
et and If dissention spreads among
Reu.lt by draft, check or money the fusionlstff ! there seema
possible,
. erdei
tf sent otherwise we will not the
will
be
larger.
majority
m
for loss.
o
copies free on application.
Richard H. Hanna, the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT tuted mentor of public morals and
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
civic purity In Santa "Fe county, pro
PAID FOR.
fesses to be a republican and yet un
are guaranteed the blushlngly accepted the nomination
court on
and
aally
weekly circulation for justice of the supreme
any newspaper In Northeastern the democratic., ticket. which he braNew yiexico.
zenly solicited, as a' reward for dev
progreslivering over 'the
s "He Is where
sive
republican"
league.
.
OCTOBER
191.
WEDNESDAY,
18,
he belongs now and 'the; democrats
are welcome to him.
IN" IT'S OWN NET
and vindictive, with an
exaggerated opinion of hie own im
The Journal Democrat is caught at portance and placing his own selfish
last iu Its own net. The noose it ambitions above party welfare and
spread for others la slowly but surely party priniples, he has knifed every
drawing in about It and it is turning republican candidate- fo office in this
this way and Chat way for an avenue county for years because, he couldn't
of escape. The paper that was for no dominate the party and run things
man :t could not use and control, to suit himself. He has thrown off
bat libeled, slandered and abused the mask now, however, and stands
every man in both political parties at revealed in all his perfidy.
o
one time or another, stands today
The Thornton administration dom- alone and thoroughly discredinatied by the same set of democrats
ited.
It tan not even name a ticket of now running that party, left a deficit
T KM
lrf the state that it can open-)- - in New Mexico. of $127,839.91 in less
and, honestly support It can not than four years. That was the last
in New
'
s Hie democratic ticket as it stands democratic administration
on
Mexico.
state
new
the
last day
The
f,
there are men prominent on that
had
ct
of
the
year
present
September
who
have
been
abused
t'."ot
times
'
of
o ji umber by the Journal Dem- - a cash balance In the treasury
v
do
no
How
' t and to whom i.ha wrv
and
deficit
$592,763.29
offer
of
t
.from that muck rakliur raa you want to staxCoff tha new state?
o
,
i
i
tHan absolute insult
Congressman Flood, .who is here
It can Inot support the republican
to help 'the democratic
sijif.f ticket because it has abused from Virginia
the
and villified every republican leader bosses, gets his information from
not
learned
has
He
Bource.
yet
wrong
and candidate who was ever before
that the reason 'the democratic party
the public in any way.
has
always failed, to win 4n New MexIt can not do great harm, nor any
ico is because it has tried to threaten
considerable goo to men It opposes
of givnor even to the few men It supports. and bulldoze the voter instead
him a square deal.1 ' '
ing
McDonald been before the
..
Q
public for a year or so, it is safe to Congressman Flood would put him
say that the Journal Democrat would self in a little better
posltpin if he
not now be supporting him because would tell the
of New Mexico
people
In that brief time It would doubtlesn where
the democratic party Is going
liave Tueationedl bis honesty or have to stand on national issues instead of
attached him! on some score to serve
of the
xlxlng into the bickerings
its own selflsb! ends.
emoratlc bosses. He is making reThe Journal Democrat seeka to cen- publican votes, hence we are for him
ter attention upon Mr. Bursum using strong.
iv J "( il'.X.
falsehood after falsehood In an effort
to cover Its own awkward position.
When Hagerman tried to carry all
H Parted a falsehood .about a land the artesian waters near his
apple orgrab' nnd when the real facts were chards out of the country through, a
put before the public, the Journal big canal except only what he needDeir ccrat caught In its own net, was ed for his own use the other farmers
.forced to admit that It had Hed.
over there made an awful fuss. That
It belittled the administrations of was the Hagerman method of giving
the past and when confronted with the little fellow a square deal.
the last democratic fiasco and the
9-- 7TTdeficit of $127,000 odd dollars, it again
Congressman Flood of Virginia, an
was forced to admit that it had lied. outsider, brought here to, help the
it could not come out openly for democrats, who , can not fight their
Mr. Fergusson, Mr. Jones, Judge
own battles, threatens that the demoMr. Hand, Mr. Martinez, and the crats in the house will not seat our
tlemoe.ratic ticket because its own ut- republican congressmen if they are
terances in the past concerning these elected. That is clean politics for
men, would give1 it the lie direct ,'
you the way they do it' In Virginia.
Its fanatical howls have been heard
for so long and against' so many 'men The man who deserts his party for
that it has no weight among' men who the sake'of a prospective political job
think, among honest men 'and among and seeks to justify hist action and
cover his chicanery under the guise
Wien who reason.
Without an honest issue in this of good government and purity In
cammiirn, the personal organ of mal- politics Is not fooling 'anybody but
ice ail fred, it has no place to stand himself.
o
tio avenue whereby it can escape from
.
The foreign1 cafctle baron, Mr. McIts own pitfall.
The Journal Democrat has been on Donald, the, democratic candidate for
teni nre-nsides o the fence and governor, has over 50,000 acres of
so
airainst
many men that both the land leased fromtheterritory yet
rep'.iMfcan and democratic leaders to- he has the supreme nerve to yell
' ; Vfi
':,
day, are the men the Journal Demo- land grab.
0
crat has abused the most. They are
Look at the men nominated for
the strong men in both! parties today
bench by the democrats and
and no better proof of the contempt In
then to the men nominated by the
which they hold the paper run for
republicans. Nuff said!
only, need be adduced.
'
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M. A. Otero the peevish one?
an idea that(he had a mohad
Hp;
nopoly on the governorship for life.
Not satieged with having been executive for nine years he wanted the
ob for five years more and went
home like a selfish, sulking1 child
when the republican party saw fit to
nomination on some one
ter,tow-thelse. Naughty! Naughty! ,

isn't

o

i

M. A. Otero jfeeljf sb' blue "over being turned down for the governorship
that he now lavbrs the blue ballot .
'

i

ii

0

The democrats are In Bore straita
when they have to Import outside talent to bolster their cause.
0

-

.4

H. O. B. is playing "hob" with the
democrats.
??. i tst mi m-- '

will be tendered a

OCTOBER

banquet

18, 1911.

Follow

ing the Cincinnati trip Mr. Taft will
go to Hodgensvllle, Ky., to partici
FAIL
GOOD pate in the dedication of the Lincoln
Farm memorial. There are two or
three tantatlve dates In Tennessee
LED PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THEY
following this, and then It Is ex
HAD SOMETHING TO SAY AND
pected Mr. Taft wilt return to Wash
DISAPPOINTED THEM
ington in time to prepare his mes
sage to congress, which meets the
Las Vegas people are not unfamiliar first Monday in December.
with progressive whist parties and
An unusual coincidence in connecprogressive six handed euchre parties tion with the announcement of an
but last night was the first opportuni extension of the trip was the fact
ty they have ever been given to at that a serious accident toi the presitend a progressive .republican party, dent's train was narrowly averted on
They turned out In goodly numbers. the desert last night twenty miles
filling the opera house. But they fail- from Kelso, the train was stopped so
ed to act according to the rules of eti that the engine might take water.
tire
quette, which demand that guests en The engineer discovered that a loco-tithe
of
wheel
trailer
cn
the
right
ter the spirit of the entertainment
had slipped an inch or more from
furnished by the hosts. Instead, they
if
proper, place. A sharp cm-- ,
the
were disposed to make fun of the pro
was said,
at
it
taken
speed,
high
enthu
and
refused
to
grow
ceedings
an
siastic when the proper time for ap might have tjeen little less than ento whether the
as
break
even
plause arrived.
cars followTaken
the meeting was a gine and several of the
into the
thrown
been
would
have
ing
dismal failure. So half hearted were
A hurry call was sent to Kelso
ditch.
progressives
many of the
and a spare engine was rushed to
that they were afraid to occupy seats
the scene.
on the platform. In addition to the
speakers the audience had the pleasure of gazing into the countenance
of A. M, Hammond, Henry G. Coors
and a row of empty chairs.
The meeting was advertised as for
the purpose of listening to addresses
M. A, Otero,
by
Herbert J. Hagerman and Candidate Hanna. Mr. Hanna failed to
show up. Dr. J. D. Hess, president
of the republican progressive league.
(Continued From Page One)
Introduced the speakers. Evidently
he took upon himself the task of filllives. They had been cruising on the
ing in the time to have been occupied
river in expectation of the battle and
forth
as
launched
Mr.
he
Hanna
by
launch had reached a point optheir
Into an address of considerable length,
the imperial camp when the
posite
an
in
talked
The doctor
principally
fhey
Presently
effort to convince his hearers he is hostilities began.
still a republican although he Is sup found their little craft alongside Ad
Chen Ping's flagship and
porting the democratic ticket When miral Sah
he yielded the floor to Mr. Otero he between the fire of the two forces,
From that spot the correspondents
sat down with the air of a' man who
has failed to accomplished his pur- witnessed the fighting until Admiral
Sah Chen Plug, observing the danger
pose.
Mr. Otero told some stories of his of their position, ordered them out of
incumbency of the gubernatorial of- the firing line." The launch and. its
fice. It was principally a recital of crew withdrew and as they did so they
what "I" did. He endeavored to con were fired on by men who had been
nect H. O. Bursum and others with landed from the warships. Fortun
some legislative transactions that he ately comrades of their assailants
the shooting ceased and the
asserted were crooked but failed to
draw the connection so close as to be correspondents escaped unharmed.
The engageemnt continued several
recognizable.
while the combined land and
hours,
authe
wished
Mr. Otero said be
dience to know he was proud of his ship farces of the imperials were driv
Mexican blood. He said that it had en some distance back and the rebels,
to Wu
the ' river
been asserted that he had made a retiring,, recrossed
' '
r" '
speech in which he said that if he had Chang.
Some of the, rebels applied at the
any Mexican blood in his veins he
concessions to learn whether
foreign
on
the
out
and spill it
would draw it
would be protected if they entered
they
never
had
Mr.
Otero
said
he
ground.
the concessions. The foreign forces
made such a remark.
Manuel C. de Baca, who was sitting are, however, concerned with the protection of foreign interests only. No
in the gallery, stood and said:
"I didn't hear you make that re trouble at present Is anticipated. The
mark, Mr. Ote.ro, but I have been shells from the fleet were comparatold you did so by men who assert tively poorly fired and did no great
they heard you. The blue book shows damage:
The
reinforcements
from the
your regard and consideration for the
the north are expected tonight The
Mexican people."
"You didn't think that way when I imperial troops concentrated north of
appointed you territorial superintend the city when the fighting 'ceased.
The general situation has not been
ent of schools," was the only rejoinder
greatly changed "by the battle.
made by Mr. Otero.
More Troopers Desert
Mr. Hagerman addressed the crowd
Shang Hal, Oct 18. It is reported
for a short time. He made some lame
remarks about the: record of Mr. Bur that the rebels have captured both
sum as superintendent of, the peniten Nan, King and Klau Kiang, but official
tiary. Mr, Hagerman was unable to confirmation is .lacking. It Is stated
assert without fear of contradiction, that there have been a number of
that Mr. Bursum was dishonest By secessions from the government
beating about the bush for some time troops.
he finally succeeded to asserting that
"it looked bad for Mr. Bursum." Mr. SOCIETY WON'T
TOLERATE CATARRH
Hagerman did not attempt to answer
the direct statements and challenges
Get Rtcf of It!
so fearlessly given by . Mr. Bursum
There is one sure way to banish
from the same platform ten days precatarrh and along with it the disgustviously.
The meeting was "a big frost. It ing symptoms such as hawking, snuffmust have been a crushing blow to the ling and spitting.
Breathe HYOMEI, .that's all you've
progressives when the public refused
got to do. Breathe it a few minutes
to take them seriously.
a few times a day. Breathe it deep
into the lungs and see how quickly
the sore, germ ridden membrane
PRESIDENT TAFT WAS
will clear up and inflammation vanIN LAS VEGAS TODAY ish.HYOMEI
is pure antiseptic air, it
does not contain morphine, cocaine or
BUT IT WAS, LAS VEGAS, NEV
other habit forming drugs. It is made
NOT THIS ENTERPRISING
from Australian eucajyptus and other
LITTLE CITY.
antiseptics, and It Is rigidly guaranteed for catarrh, asthma, croup, bronLas Vegas, Nev., Oct. 18. Presi- chitis, eougtys and colds. . Complete
dent Taft's notable "swing around outfit (inhaler and bottle) $1.00, septhe circle' will be extended until arate bottles,, if afterward needed, 50
November 15 or 18, bringing the to- cents( at E. G. Murphy's, and drugtal .mileage of his, tour up to be- gists everywhere.
tween 16,000 and 17,000 miles, and
breaking all known records of presidential travel. The regular Itinerary
of the original trip will be followed
to Pittsburg, where President Taft
will spend the entire day of Tuesday
October 1. Then, Instead of keep- For over three decades a favorite
ing on to Washington, Mr. Taft will household medicine for COUGHS,
go direct to Morgan town, W. Va., to COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
spend Wednesday, 'November l."From COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
Morgantown he will go to Hot andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
Springs, Va., to rest for five days, at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
starting west again In time to vote and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
at Cincinnati at the local elections to carton is the mark of the genuine.
be held there November 7.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
The president will remain in his
Red Cross Drug Co.
old home town for a day or two and

TOJAKE
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IMPERIALS

FIGHT

WITH REBEL

TROOPS

TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS
NEW YORK STOCK

MARKET.

New York, Oct. 18.
The tone or
the stock market was irregular and
uncertain throughout the morning.
Some of the industrials showed firmness, but the railroad list as whole
was unsettled except for the coalers.
Pressure against United States Steel
was again conspicuous and there was
further liquidation of speculative
holdings of American Tobacco comThe recovery in
pany's securities.
prices, which set In toward the close
of the first hour, was carried further
before there was sufficient realizing
to cause a setback.
Bond prices were fairly well sustained. Speculation was quiet and
featureless between 12 and 1 o'clock.
Prices remained slightly above yesterday's closing, despite continued selling of United States Steel. The close
was weak.
51
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
...116f4
Atchison
lOW
Great Northern
New York Central
,. ..105-'116
Northern Pacific
138
Reading
109
Southern Paciflo
102
Union Pacific
58
U. S. Steel
U. S. Steel, pfd..
.,1.109

Oats,
Pork,
Corn,
Lard,
libs,

Dec. 47

May

;

Jan. $15.57; May
Dec 65; May

50.

656

Jan.

$8.97.
Jan $8.12.

CITY UVE STOCK
' ;tv. Oct. js. Cattle,

KANSAS

$15.:;.

l':.rr,--

-

0C0.

viy

r;

CHICAGO

LIVE 8TOCK

Chicago, Oct 18. Cattle, receipts,
estimated at 20,000; market generally
steady. Beeves $4.758.60; Texas
steers
steers $4.106.15; western
$4.257.20; Blockers and feeders
$3.20g.75; cows and heifers $2.00
6.00; calves $5.609.25.
Hogs,' receipts estimated at 26,000;
market steady txJ weak. Lights $5.95
6.70; mixed $6.406.75; heavy
$6.006.70; rough $6.006.20; good
to choice heavy $6.206.70; pigs
$3.505.90; bulk of sales $6.30

3C.'Vcn and feeders
:
calves
n steers $4.00

ers f2.75CT7.f-5i$3.75ff5.7.': '

fi

f4.00-7.7"-

7. So; wcf';n 'ow-- ".'"73ffi 4.60.
n.'WO: market steaHo?s,
dy. Bulk cf Fries SS.'OffiB SO: heavy
?6.20(R 6.50; :vVr
$4.2N55.0-Sheep, receipts

40; pigs

.

Muttons $3.00(50.7":
5.60; ran ire wet;
- -

S3.004.50:,rT-

6.65.

,$4.40
"tfirlines

'!

r-

weak.

et

--4--

Sheep, receipts estimated at 65,000;
Foley y.,
market steady to 10 cents lower. Na James C. Cab'-he !r
western $2.40
of Omaha. "Th'i"e
tive $2.2S3.85;
It's
Iptm n
Mayor Jas. I".
3.90; yearlings $3.654.40; lambs,
'
a
career
as
i;of.
'
native $3. 75 5. 65; western $3.85
rowmayor of Oinn;n, a r i.
5.85.
Co.
of
record:
?Kr'T
ing
,h
:.ron.
Neb., three term?: rvi-ttwo terms; dmo-- if!" iVv "! comNEW YORK METAL
'raver of
New York, Oct 18. Spot copper mitteeman, eleh' rari:
Omaha, six years, and in t!" candisilver
12.1012.35; Jead 4.254.30;
date for governor of Nebraska., Writing to Foley and Co.. Chicaao. he
53.,
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
NEW YORK MONEY
deal of relief so I cheerfully recomNew York, Oct
paper mend them." Yours truly,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dol2
; Mexican
call money
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
Chicago, Oct 18. iPlanty of orders lars 45.
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
j
.
v
to buy upheld today the bull side of
Co.
T Jim o hark is one of the most com
the market for wheat The opening
8T. LOUIS WOOL
mon forms of muscular rheumatism.
was! a quarter of a cent off to a shade
St Louis, Oct 17. Wool slow; ter- A few applications of Chamberlain's
higher. December1 started at 1 to VA,
and western mediums 1720; Liniment will give relief. For sale
ritory
to
a loss of
but quickly rallied fine mediums 16
by all druggists.
19; fine 1115.

"(',

v

!

ic

'.

!'

:

18.-J-P- rime

-

,

1.With

pit shorts buying and country
ST. LOUIS METALS.
offerings scarce: corn, had an upward
St. Louis, Oct . 18. Lead firmer,
swing. December opened a sixteenth
to $4.15; spelter unsettled, $6.206.2"5.
lower to a like amount up at 64
64
.
and rose to 64
Oats advanced with corn. DecemNEW YORK COTTON
ber started unchanged to
down at
New York, Oct 18. iCotton spot
47
to 47 and recovered to 47
closed quiet; middling uplands '9.35,
.
Provisions made a gain all around middling gulf 9.60. No sales.
owing to commission buying throughout the entire list First sales were
2
to 17
cents Up with January
Over In the Pecos Valley they don't
$15.35 to $15.45 for pork; $8.85 to want Hagerman methods in handling
$8.90 for lard and $8.05 for ribs.
public lands.- They know too much
about those methods.
Wheat, Deo. 101; May 105.

After exposure, and when you feel
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
It checks and
and Tar Compound.
The
relieves. Use no substitute.
genuine In a yellow package always.
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

Some people keep us so busy listening to their troubles that we haven't
time to think of our own.

Many a fellow proposes on his
knees to an heiress in the hope that
she will set him on his feet

OPERA HOUSE

DUNCAN

Monday October 23rd

Ki? FREDERIC THOMPSON
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In America's Greatest Success

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
"

"

:

;

A Real Circus on

the Stage

5

Why Not Buy a Suit From
Us This Winter?

;

,

Every Garment Guarantee.

'

COMPOUND

st

'

4;

,

FOLEY'S
HONEY Me TAR

's

south-em- :
incudlr-2,000
rr ' Vol
trt EtroiiK. Native
-ovttbern steers
steers fr.rc7'.?C:
if?
$1.00 5. 25: sciiiein cows and heif-(4.. mi; native cows and heif
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are
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Style, Snap and Quality shown in every line. The
styles
now definitely determined.
Buy now and get thoronrjh
e
for the entire year out of one of our 1911-1- 2 models.
ser-vic-

SHOES! HATS! COATS!

UNDER-WEA- R

FOR EVERYONE
"THE

STORE OF QUALITY."

E.LasVegas,

hub)
N.Mf

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Tlie

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tea may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG CO.

Phone Main 3

full line of Chi-

A

ldren's, Misses, Ladles,
Boys and Men's Uuder-we- ar
single pieces r
union suits in plain,
fleecelined, wool, wool

and silk, cotton and silk.
Come

in

and price
them, whether you buy
or not.

Hoffman &

Graubarth
Phone Main 104

P. S. Do not forget to
see our line of Ladies',
Hisses' and Children's
Coats, Suits and Dresses.

Foley's Kidney Remedy .(Liquid) L
is a great medicine of proven value
for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder ailments. It Is especially recommended to elderly people for
lt wonderful tonic and reconstructive
relief
qualities, and the permanent
O. Q.
and comfort it gives them.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
'
TEMPLE DEDICATED
The
Octl8.
Mich.,
mag
Houghton,
nificent Masonic Temple recently
completed in this city was dedicated
in "due form" today, the cereomnies
being more elaborate and imposing
than any before seen here. The prin
cipal streets were decorated with
flags and Masonic emblems and hun
dreds of members of the fraternity
representing lodges throughout the
copper country were In attendance. The
dedicatory services were conducted Iby
the Grand lodge officers in accordance
with the Masonic ritual. The exercises were followed by a public recep
tion and Inspection of the new edt

NEW

lice.

M, It. WILLIAMS IS EDWARD

PERSONALS

Prescriptionist

W. F. Cobb arrived last
night from
Albuquerque on a wisiness trip.
Al Ooleman arrived last night from
his home in Albuquerque on business.
Murray Carleton, Jr., came in from
his ranch at Watrous this afternoon
on business.
Judge E. V. Long returned to Las
Vegas this afternoon after a trip to
Baton on business.
Charles Ortiz was in Las Vegas
yesterday and today from his home
in Mora on business.
Mrs. Burt Kelly arrived this after
noon from her former home in Denver. Mr. Kelly is agent for the Wells
Fargo here.
Captain J. B. Brunton of Shoema
ker, who has been in Las Vegas for
the lap, two days on business, return
ed home this afternoon.
Mrs. Harriet Van
Petten, after
spending a week with Mrs. N. S. Bel-de- n
on the Belden farm on the mesa,
returned to the city last night
Colonel M. M. Padgett will leave
this evening for El Paso to attend
the Statehood celebration with other
members of Governor Mills' staff.
E. E. Hopper upholsterer for the
Harvey house, who has been in Las
Vegas for some time, went to Demlng
this afternoon to the hotel at that

point
.Mrs. Claude Miller arrived Monday
night from her home in Sedalla, Mo.,

With II C Baking Powder any
'
V
'r.

housewife can eaoily make bis- cuits, cakes and pastries that sur- pars the product of the world's
greatest chefs. A trial will prove
that to your entire satisfaction.

MASONS
n
CHOSEN

r.

'

Send, for the
KC Cook's Book

.

YESTERDAY

GRAND

MASTER

l

V

'1J A
JV"

1

(X

(

Star

.

wlil

meet

This meeting of the grand lodge
wae marked oy the dedication of the
new Masonic temple of the Albuquerque lodge. Masons from all over the
state were on hand for the meeting
and attended the dedicatory exercis
es in a body. This dedication also
made the fourth in the history
of Temple lodge No. 6, tihis lodge
liaving, in the past 31 years, dedi
cated three temples. It bo happened
that this is the second occasion at
which the grand lodge of New Mex
ico was in attendance for the dedica
tion.
The new temple is of Italian Doric
in style of architecture and cost $75,000 complete. The temple stands as
a monument to the members of Tem
ple lodge and to the members of the
committee that superintended its con
struction. A number of Las Vegas
Masons were in the Duke City attend
ing the meeting of the grand lodge
and took part in the dedication of this
beautiful edifice. Some of the Mea
dow City citizens present were George
H. Kink!, Dr. William Porter Mills,
M. R. Williams, C D. Boucher and
H. S. Van Petten.

s.

4- -

I

bake-day-

s

if you use
23
Ounces

POWDER

for
25 cts.

Comnlies with the NnHonnl and Stnte Pure Food Javts. Send for the K C
Cook's Book. You can hnwe fl copy FREE. The K G Cook's Book,
sent fee upon receipt of Uiecokd
9itested,
eertiiicale, packed ia the 25ent can. Send it today.

Jaquaa Mf. Co., Chicago
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LETTER LIST

f

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending October 13, 1911,
miss Anna Belle; Mary A. Blue:
Vicente Castro; Emma DeWitt; L. H,
Fitzgerald; D. D. Ferrelle; Miss Ro
salia R. Garcia; C. E. Hartley; Miss
Estelle idler; Mrs. C. D. Kennerly;
Manuelita C. H. de Lofoato; Miss Cin- forosa Lujan; Miss Augustina Medran,
C. B. McOnaha; Mrs. J .O. Neafus;
Clearance H. Pease; Mrs. U W. Price
(2); Urban Price;
Mrs.
Margaret
Price; Mrs. Prince 914 8th St; Mete-ri- o
N. W. Smith;
Rouckos;
J. A.
Stonarb; Lotario Sanchez; Robt. Tan-noStewart Van Vllet.
When calling for the above please
ask for "Advertised Letter a." .
P. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
,

A

GRAND

At a meeting of the grand lodge of
New Mexico held yesterday in Albuquerque M. R. Williams of this city
was elected deputy grand master for
the coming year. As grand master of
the fraternity W. B. Walton of Albuquerque was the choice of the gather-in- .
Walter P. Chlsum of Roswell was
elected senior grand warden and
Nathan Jaffa of Santa Fe was elected
junior grand warden. The remaining
offices are appointive and nothing
will be known regarding who will fill
them until after the installation,
which was to take .place this after
noon. The annual meeting of the
grand lodge was closed today and the
grand chapter will convene tomorrow.
BYiday the grand comma n dory will
hold its annua) session and Thursday
and Friday the Order of the Eastern

ADVERTISED

y

There are other mattresses sold
as cotton, but we know of no other
with which yon are offered a signed guarantee that it is real cotton.
There are other tuftless mattresses
but no other is guaranteed against
becoming lumpy or bunchy in 20
years use. There are other
advertised for comfort, but
the Sealy allows 60 nights' trial to
prove its comfort. Yon can know
e
the luxuriousness of a real,
cotton tuftless' mattress only
by sleeping on a Sealy. We're

REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE
MIRABLY FITTED FOR
ORABLE POSITION.

IS

AD-

HON-

LAMPS
CANDELABARA
,'n,tr

,

MIRRORS

o
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'i

SMOKERS SETS
JARDINIERE

in

mat-ircss- es

!r!S
jv!
J
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A lifetime of pleasant

OF

LODGE OF NEW MEXICO

'

;

AS DEPUTY

now-now-

ftS

Our Line of Brassware Is Unexcelled

Mattress

COURT

,

yJf
A

riVE

Sealy Tuf tless

FOR SUPREME

and in company with her husband,
Claude Miller, a civil engineer, left
this morning for Mora.
R. H. Hawkins, assistant superintendent of the Postal Telegraph com
pany arriveid last night from the
south on his way to Denver. He Is
on a trip of inspection of the offices
in the southwest
W .F. Jacobs, .trainer for the One
Cylinder team, and a civil engineer,
went south this afternoon for a trip
of several days on business. In his
absence of H. Wengo will take nib
place at the head of the 'training staff
and will keep the boys in condition
until his return.
C. M. Straussen, chief dispatcher at
the Santa Fe offices, left last night
for a vacation of two months or
longer in which to recover from a
nervous breakdoyn. He went from
Las Vegas to Trinidad and will be
Joined there by Mrs. Straussen tonight. They will go to Florida to
gether.
.. Vicente Mootoya, clerk. in Green?
berger's clothing store, left this afternoon for EL ' Pas' where he will
take in the big Statutiood celebration
and the bull fights across the border,
It has been f rumored ,that he has PEST OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
other reasons for going to the Border
Jack London's Description of the NowCity than attending the fair and that
Now, Which Rivals the New
he will not return to Las Vegas
Jersey Mosquito.
.'
alone.
The following story from Jack Lon
don's recently published "The Cruise
Foley's Kidney pills vs. a Hopeless of the Snark" indicates that the JerCase
sey mosquito has a rival in the "now
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I now:"
had a severe case of kidney trouble
"I made the strategic mistake of
and could not work and my case
on the
undressing
steep
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of bank where I could edge of a could
dive in, but
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and not climb out. When I was
ready to
I have never been bothered since. I
dress
a
had
I
hundred
walk on
Q.
yards'
O.
Schaef
recommend
it"
always
tne nank berore I could reach my
er and Red Cross Drug Co.
clothes. At the first step fully 10,000
s
landed Nupon me. At the
second step I was walking In a cloud
Don't trifle with a cold is good ad
By the third step the sun was dimmed
vice for prudent men and women.
in the
After that I don't know
may be vital In case of a child, what sky.
.
happened.
There is nothing better than Cham
. "When
I
arrived
at
clothes
my
for
berlain's Cough Remedy
coughs
and colds in children. It is safe and was a maniac. And here enters my
grand tactical error. There is only
sure. For sale by all druggists.
one rule of conduct in dealing with
Never swat them. What
ever you do, don't swat them.
"They are so vicious that in the in
slant of annihilation they eject their
last atom of poison into your carcass.
"You must pluck them delicately between thumb and forefinger, and per
suade them gently to remove their
proboscises from your quivering flesh,
It is like pulling teeth. But the dim
cuity was that the teeth sprouted
raster than I could pull them, so
swatted, and so doing filled myself
id
run or their poison.
J 1 rL
'
'This was a week ago. At the present moment I resemble a sadly neg
1
I
lected smallpox convalescent"
.

WRIGHT

18, 1911.

WE CARRY

now-now-

'

BY

HONORED

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

Age 34 years.
Horn at Skanaeteles, New
York.
As a boy lived at Skaneate-les- ,
New York.

Early

education at
at Moravia and

public
Water-vill-

sole

'

OPTICIAN

wew

Specials

I

UlJU

Pillow Cases, 42x36 inch size, extra good
value, regular price ISc.
XUC
Special at
Comforts, silkolenf. covered, filled with
best batting, excellent val- Cjn
ue at $3.00. Special at ... .
Blankets, wool finish blankets, in gray and
white. 66x89-incextra heavy for the
price, $3.00 value,

El Peso. Texcs. October

If)

rjn
tl)uD

Fere for the Round Trip

Look at them in our windows
and salesrooms at $18.00, .$20.00.
$24.00 and $32.00.
A Dollar a week soon pays for
one of them.

0

;.

;

fj

"Bosse" Kitchen Cabinet

The

---

'"' Return limit October

-'-

''

T3he

f

Rosenthal

Opposite Y.

1911

1.

'

$15.25

25, 1911.

Passejigeris wishing to make the side trip to Mexico City may
return portion of ticket with City Ticket
Agent, National Lines of Mexico, at El Paso and payment of
$36.30 in gold. Tickets will be extended sixteen days for this
do so "on depositing
.

purpose.- -

n-.-i

iirf

D. L. BATCHELOR.,

r,

Now For Heaters!
Our stock is simply immense.
$4.50 and up. Stoves set up free.

19-2-

.'tickets on sale October 17, 18, 19, 1911

,,

,

h,

jrj)

Mexico-Arizon- a

Statehood Jubilee

Cf

at

city, graduating in class
Admitted to practice in New
York, June, 900.
Taught in 1898 and 1899 in
Brooklyn Polytechnic Preparatory School, Brooklyn. New
York.
; "f
Came to J9ew Mexico in September, 1901.
Lived first at Las Vegas,
Santhen, December
ta Rosa, now at Alamogordo.
Admitted to practice in New
Mexico in January, 1902.
Appointed District Attorney
for the counties of Guadalupe
and Quay in May, 1907.
Appointed associate justice
of supreme court for the Sixth
district, headquarters at Alain July, 1910.
mogordo
Married and has two chil.,
dren.
.

Bedding)

Sheets. 81x90 inch size, extra fine, lawn
a linen finish fine and firm

1900.

"

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER

agents.

e.

College education at Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.
Graduated in class of 1898,
degree of A. B.
education in New
Legal
York Law School, New York

1901-191-

ROBERT

DISHES

high-grad-

Moravia and Waterrllle,

schools

FERN

Agent

r

CHAS. LEWIS

M. C. A.

A clean, able, energetic, rather taciyoung man, that is the first impression of Edward R. Wright, candidate Tor the supreme bench on the
The more you
republican ticket.
know of him the better you like him,

TAILOR FOR MEN
Supply just the ingredients needed to
build up, strengthen and restore the
natural action of the kidneys and
bladder.
Specially prepared for
Every thingMadc at .Home. Stylish and Up45a$
backache, headache,
nervousness,
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
'
although the fiirst impression already and Xirinary Irregularities.
O. G.
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
is decidedly favorable.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Judge Wright, was born at Skanea-tele,'
WILL DOLL BUILDING
New York, on June 23, 187'f. h'
603 LINCOLN
Matrimony is the mother of exspent his boyhood in that town of
cuses.
unpronounceable, name, and also at
Moravia and Waterville, and attended
the public schools in thc&e places.
He graduated from Hamilton Col
lege, Clinton, New York, with his A.
B. degree, in the class of 1898.
ED. W. ROWLAND and EDWIN CLIFFORD (Inc.) OFFERS
He took a law course In the New
Law
York
School in New York city
r
1.1
and was graduated with the class of
'
i
v
1900, being admitted to practice in
WRITTEN
New York in June of the uume yeav
He provided for his living and tuiFOR
tion expenses during his course in
LAUGHING
"
law school by teaching in the BrookIN"V
PURPOSES
school
lyn Polytechnic Preparatory
during the years 1898 and 1899.
Judge Wright came to New Mexico
In September, ' 1901, and spent his
first few months at Las Vegas. In
December he went to Santa Rosa and
By CAMPBELL B. CASAD
lived there until last year, when his
appointment to the supreme bench
Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
caused him to make Alamogordo his
home and headquarters.
Company, Production! Electrical Effects, Stage Settings,
V
Judge Wright was admitted to
Direct from
Prices:
V
ALL OF HIGH MERIT.
;
Mexico
in
in
New
January,
practice
Whitney Opera
1902.
He was appointed district at
$1.00
House
GIRLS and LEWIS' '
Equally so are --:
for
the
of
counties
Guadalupe
torney
50c
Chicago
and Quay in May, 1907, and his ser
SONGS,
vices afc such were so efficient that
President Taft" appointed him associate justice of the supreme court for
the Sixth district Although on the
bench only a year, his opinions in
the New Mexico Reporter are schol
arly, Incisive and show his grasp of
Surplus
Capita! Paid in
the fundamental principles not only
of
of
also
law
but
jus
of the
equity
tice.
Judge Wright is married and has
two children. Mrfe. Wright is much
beloved and esteemed in Santa Fe soMmtMjy.
gjaiaw.- vnnmm-.i.rcial circles and Santa Feans are
.
CUNNINGHAM,
J. M.
Prudent
D T n0SKIN9. Caahltr
pleased that Mr. Wright's election
PRAINK SPRINOER, Via Pruident
on November 7, will mean that he
and his family will take up their res- idene In the capital, where the judges
of the supreme court are supposed to
make their headquarters.
turn

'J

s,

.

TTT

Duncan Opera House. Wednesday Oct. 18th
,

THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN
.i.-,-

DAVE LEWIS
-

--

DON'T
DON'T
DON'T

Song Farce.
IN
Three Acts

WIFE

TO
YOUR

1

,

Cos-tum-

es

'

,

$10,

the

i-

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

Sa

-

KLS

V

L"GAS

5

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

ARMY OF THE CUMBERLAND
Chattanooga. Tenn., Oct 18. The
S9th annual reunion of the Society of
the Cumberland began heer today,
with headquarters at the Hotel Pat
ten; Features of the opening Bession
this morning were an address of wel
come by H. Clay Evans and a response by Gen. P. Thurston, president
This afternoon tne
of the society.
members visited the neighboring bat
tlefields. The reunion will conclude
with a camp fire meeting tomorrow
night.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Bunch of railroad keys. Re
turn to this offlco and receive liberal reward.

LOST

HOW DO YOU STAND?
re you PreParel tT a sudden
ultimo
i

change of for.

If you have money in a savings bank
or:,. oiij
isui - ?! you feel that a bulwark of strength is protect- -

HARD
YOU WORKED
t
:

i

jit

.

:--!

f

iij t for some time.

.'If

--

You sold your brain and brawn
in a world of daily industry. Did you make a
profit? If not, let us show you how to begin.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
v'"

... .i.

J

-4 1"

:

4

i

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

"DON'T LIE TO
YOUR WIFE"

.

York Herald, and this affords modern

the
throughout
day happenings
theme. Rowland and Clifford have
supplied Mr. Lewis with the original
cast, as well as the same stage
mounting which featured the Chicago
run.

TONIGHT

4.

NOTES

BASEBALL

4

BIG SONG AND COMEDY HIT WILL
4 4.
BE PRODUCED THIS EVENING
AT THE DUNCAN,
Quite a number of young pitchers
i
tried out by major league clubs this
showed class.
Rowland and Clifford will bring fall
Cobb's work during the past
Ty
Dave
Lewis,
of
laughs,
.that aviator
him the king of ballstain
season
to the Duncan opera house tonight In
without question.
Campbell B. Casad's song- farce en- players
The Washington club has refused to
titled "Don't Lie to Your Wife." This
on Davy Jones and Charlie
piece had a long run at the Whitney waive
of the Dertoit Tigers.
opera house. In Chicago, and if the Schmidt,
of the Fall River team
owners
to
be
The
is
wives
word of the Chicago
franchise in the
their
taken, every wife in this city .should have offered
for sale to the
of
the
New
league
England
The
story
witness this play.
of
highest bidder.
jAny deals with the adventures
RusBy pitching against the Boston
three happy gentlemen, who decided
"Runt"
final
series,
Jo dally with the congenial existence tlers during the
jwhile their wives are out of town. Walsh, of the Quakers, rounded out
Bich conditions as are shown in this his record for playing in every posiin a championship ball game
tion
rlay, are happening eVery day about
In for the season of 1911.
husbands
are
If
there
any
and
Us,
can go out
jthis city, who believe they
have
the acand
chorus
girls,
jwitn
the
without
companying good time,

44.

i

knowledge of their wives, they should
FOOTBALL NOTES.
!WitntS8 the complications that the
author has inserted In this play.
Every Incident was gathered up by
Johns Hopkins holds the h6nor of
Mr. Casad, while he was connected
the first team to cross the
, Ztti the editorial staff of the New ibelng
-

navy's goal line this season. During
the entire Beason of 1910 Annapolis
was not scored on.
(
Yale has made the beet showing
among the eastern teams 'so far this
season.
Walter Sugden, Harvard's old center, is officiating In football games In
the mlildtp wpst.
Captain' Bob Fisher, of Harvard,
kicked eight goals for touchdowns last
season, and made no misses.
The Syracuse team will again take
a western trip, meeting St. Louis
at St. Louis on Thanksgiving
day.
The Harvard substitutes and second
team have been putting up a great
game against the Harvard
men,
Pennsylvania's backfleld is very fast
and is as good as when Bill Mollen-baoand Andy Slmth were In the
combination.
The Brown University team will be
very lierht this year, with probably
not more than two men weighing
more than 180 pounds.
The army and navy will meet this
yoar on November 25, conflicting with
date. The Cadets
the
and Middies have agreed to play on
November 30, 1912.
When the Harvard and Princeton
teams meet at Princeton on November 4, the soccer team from the same
universities will meet in a morning
match, also at Princeton.
.

B ACK COVERED

1SS

Yale-Harvar- d

DOUBT DISAPPEARS
No One in East Las Vegas Who Has a
Bad Back Can Ignore This Double
Proof.
Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?

Backache is kidney ache.
With it come9 dizzy spells,
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days, '
Distressing urinary disorders.
Cure the kidneys to cure It all.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re-

VC

l

V

i
'

Renewed testimony; tested by time.
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
1907 I publicly recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills and af this time I can
corroborate the statement I then gave
in thelr praise. I obtained Doan's
Kidney Pills at the Center Block
Pharmacy and the cure they effected
has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 6
cents. Foster-MIlburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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David Lewis.

T

Washington, Oct. 18. The marriage
of Miss Georgie Hays Lyon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyon, and
Lieut. Jacob L. Devers, U. S. A., took
M'lnia country
place today at "

'a

V

Leading Man

in

"Don't Lie to Your Wife," Duncan Opera
House Tonight.

AND REGUtAK DINNERS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLEL

DIRECTOBr

AND BUSINESS

LODGE

E. P. O. ELKG Metis
second
and
fcurth I'ue ;'..;: eenlng of each
comKeguiar
Ji".. '.iall.
mor.th ii. o.
Visiting
munication first and
brothers arc ;c;-- Lilly invited. Geo.
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Kxalted Ruler; D. W.
visiting broth- fyrvryi. montn.
( ondon, SeTtiary.
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. II.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
'
Sporleder Secretary.
;s second and fourth
..NO. 804.
i
xl. C. hall. Pioneer
in'
..
TLuraUiy
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
ml'iubers are corbuildin:''. V:. ;;
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
r..
v.".
invite;,
'npton,"" G. K.;
dially
conclave second Tues-r.
P.
g.
E.
Macr!,
Maday in each month at
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN VVOODIftLN or .MEMO A
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Reil
;et't ill '.': I..':". ;
corder.
'. loiuorhoctl
love at liie,Kr2'. : ;
hall, on the second and fourth FriVEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO 3,
day of each month at 8 p. ra. C. Clay
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitConsul;
convocation first Monday
ing neighbors are osi.eci.iily welIn each' month at Macome and cordially invited.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
H.
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
Ut..-- l'l?iV..
secretary.

CHAPMAN

-

a.

NO. 2, A. F.

wi.

.

ates por classified

ADVER

TISEMENTS
Flva conta par line each Insertion
to a
Estimate elx ordinary word
line. No ad to occupy lees epace than
two lines. All advertisements charg
ed will be booked at space actually
to number of
tt, without regard
words. Cash In advance preferred.

'

Jr

:

Reg-'jkul-

L

-

F

Si

a

rlr'w
Qpttc't Number, Main

2.

DR. El L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays in
Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
B.
Tomas
Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Minerva A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Main 231, 721 Fourth street

Wanted

HIGHER CLASS or better paying em
ployment than that ot representing
a leading nursery company la not
to be had. It you are ambitious to
better your condition, the opporPOTHIER FOR ANOTHER TERM
tunity lies before yon in entering EL DORADO
Providence, R. I., Oct. 18. The re
LODGE
NO.
1,
our
Salem Nursery Com
employ.
met
In
Infantry
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS
OF
publican convention
Meets
pany, Salem, Oregon.
hall today with Congressman George
every Monday eve
H. Utter presiding. As there were no
ning In Castle Hall.
contests for places on the state tick
Visiting Knights are
et the work of the convention was
cordially
invited,
Governor FOR
Chas. E. - Liebsch-nie- r,
speedily accomplished.
SALE Large oak heater, cheap.
Aram J. Pothler was renominated
Cha n c e 1 1 o r
923 Gallinas.
amid great enthusiasm. Lieutenant
Commander. Harry
Governor Lenas W. Bliss and other
Martin, Keeper of
FOR SALE One brass bed, mattress
leading state officials were likewise
Records and Seal.
and springs, as good as new. Phone
renominated. The platform declares
Main 130.
in favor of reciprocity and the prin
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
ciples of protection as enunciated In FOR SALE
102 Meets every Monday night at
White
Thoroughbred
the last national platform of the re
Mrs. Dillon,
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Wyandotte chickens.
publican party. As regards state is1022 Fourth street
west of Fountain Square, at eight
sues most emphasis is placed on the
o'clock.
Visiting members are cornecessity of tax revision.'
FOR SALE Legal blanks of air de
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presl- scriptions. Notary seals and rec
dent; Mm Emma D. Burks, Secreords at The Optic office.
.
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of George Daum, Deceased.
FOR SALE Two carloads fine fresh J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Territory of New Mexico,
milch cows, 20 with calves by side
County of San Miguel.
balance close springers. Santa Fe
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Office of the Probate Clerk County
stock yards.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
of San Miguel, N. M.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet- FOR SALE Barred Plymouth rock
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
ing:
chickens including several fine
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
You are hereby notified that the
cockerels. J. C. Rex, 1018 Fourth or
retary.
& Co.
sixth day of December, A. D. 1911, hag
care Gross-Kellbeen fixed by the Honorable Probate
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Court, in and for the County and TerMeet In Fraternal Brotherhood
ritory aforesaid, as the day to prove
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
the last will and testament of said
Flint, chief of records and collector
FOR RENT One bedroom and three
'
George Daum, deceased.
of wampum. Visiting brother
housekeeping rooms. 321 Lincoln.
In Testimony Whereof, I have herewelcome.
unto set my hand and affixed the
FOR RENT A new modern Hve room
seal of the Probate , Court this 3rd
brick cottage. Inquire K)J Third St, . O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
D.
1911.
day of October, A.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal) FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
n&U on Sixth street. All visittheir
Clerk of the Probate Court.
single or In suite for light house
ing brethren cordially invited to
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Rokeeping, all modern conveniences,
splendid location, 1034 Eighth street
gers, V. G:; T. M. Elwood, Secretary
Phone Main 108.
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-coccemetery trustee.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
with bath In connection, in good
private family. First class board
in house If wished at very reason
able rates. M., care of Optic.
y

WEDDING

DEVERS-LYO-

OROEft

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

COLUMN

RESTAURANT AND CAFt

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.

ATTOltNtli's

HUNKER & HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
"Attorneys at Law.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,

For Sale

Bring many thorough, lasting cures.
You have read East
Las Vegas
Read now the East Las Vegas

PILES

M,'!a'js.s1 THE

!

proof.
'

OF

"My troubles began along in the summer
In the hottwt weathr nd took the form of
small eruptions and Itching and a kind of
smarting pain. It took me mostly all over
my back and kept getting worse until finally
my back was covered with a mass of pimples
which would burn and itch at night so that
I could hardly stand it. This condition
kept getting worse and worse until my back
was a solid mass of big sores which would
break open and run. My underclothing
would be a clot of blood.
"I tried various blood medicines and other
remedies and salves tor nearly three years
and I was not getting any benefit. ' It seemed
I was in eternal misery and could not sleep
on my back or lean back on a chair. I was
finally given a set of the Cuticura Remedies by my brother who recommended them
to me very highly. I started using the
Cuticura Remedies and inside of two weeks
I could see and feel a great relief. I kept
on using Cuticura Soap, Ointment and also
the Resolvent, and in about three or four
months' time my back was nearly cured and
I felt like a new being. Now I am in good
health and no sign ot any skin vdiseases
and I am fully satisfied that Cuticura Remedies are the best ever made for skin diseases.
I will always recommend them to anybody .who will use according to directions.
I would not be without them." (Signed)
W. A, Armstrong, Corbin, Kan., May 28, 191 1.
For more than 11 generation Cuticura Soap
and Ointment have afforded the most economical treatment for affections of the skin
and scalp of infants, children and adults.
AlthouKh sold by druggists and dealers
throughout the world, a liberal sample of
each, with 32-- p. book on the akin, will be
sent free, on application to Potter Drug A
Chem. Corp.. Dept. 27 A, Boston.
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Burned and Itched So He Could Hardly
Stand it. Tried Medicines, Etc.,
Nearly 3 Years. In Eternal Misery.
Started Using Cuticura Remedies.
Now Has No Sign of Skin Disease.
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home of the bride's parents. Lieut.
Devers, whose home is in York, Pa
is an officer of the Fourth Field artil
lery, stationed at Fort D. A. Russell,
Wyoming, where he will take his
bride.

For Rent

eod4w

PARTY wishing comfortable place for
housekeeping through the winter
can have four fairly furnished rooms
in warm adobe house on boulevard
in the Hoban-Harve- y
place. See
Cutler Brothers.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Masseuse and Midwife.
5291
Phone, purple
918 Lincoln.
Residence
Manicuring and Chiropdy.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County., ss.
.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he Is senior partner of the firm of.
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
btate aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
o Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,

(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interanu
acts directly on the blood
nally,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c. '
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
A Medicine That Gives Confidsnce.
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes:
"For a
number of years my children have
been subject to coughs and colds. I
used Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and found that it cured their
coughs and colds, so I kept it in the
house all the time." Refuse substitutes. O. Ga Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Ice Eo

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227
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Foley Kidney Pills
James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
career as a cowboy, and is at present
mayor of Omaha, and has the follow,
Sheriff of Dawes Co.
ing record:
Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron,
two terms; democratic national' com.
mitteeman, eight years; mayor of
Omaha, six years, and in' 1910 candl
date for governor of Nebraska. Writ
ing to Foley and Co., Chicago, he
say 8: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
deal of relief so I cheerfully recom
mend them." Yours truly,
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

'

,

Lame back is one of the most common forms of muscular rheumatism.

A few applications of Chamberlain's
Liniment will give relief. For sale
by all druggists.
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e from "Polly cf thel Circus," Dunca n Opera House, Monday Night, Octo ber 23.
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Foley's Kidney pills vs. a Hopeless
Case
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says:' "I
had a severe case of kidney trouble
and could not work and my case
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
I have never been bothered since. I
always recommend It" sO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drugs Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best
."i

Market Finders

Classi6ed ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in j this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort,' and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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ORIGIN OF THE THREE-- BALLS

MINNESOTA'S NEW PRESIDENT I master. The Masonlo
rite of laying
consent to our marriage."
I It i
f
uO t
a
Goodness! Gracious!" Ejaculated
Familiar Sign of the Pawnbroker presence .yv, Minn., uct. is.-- ln the the cornerstone was tben performed
of one cf the most notable
the surprised father. "My patience is
according to ancient usage by Grand
Keany la trie Arm of the Me- gatherings of An c:icrn
exhausted, but If he takes such good
ev blaster J. Claude Keiper of the Dis
did Family.
care of his patients that he Is physi
er assembled at one timo, Dr.
George trict of Columbia. Rev. Richard Parcian in a big hotel, I suppose I might
Few persons seeing; the signs of U Vincent was installed as Resident dee Williams, canon of the
Episcopal
as well give In, otherwise Francis will
the vast wealth of our avuncular rel- or the University of Minnesota
and
cathedral
of
Peter
today.
Sts.
most likely follow her parents' exam
Paul,
pro
atives in most thoroughfares in Lon- succeeding Dr.
Cyrus Northrop, who nounced the benediction. The music
pie and elope. There must be some
don pause to consider their
origin. Of
some time ago after having al features of the
thing in hereditary traits." ,
program were furcourse it is the balls of gold to which retired
we refer. Not only may they be served for 23 years as head of tie nished by the Scottish Rite choir of
HARROWING HOLDS MOISTURE
taken as indications of wealth, but as university. The inauguration brought St Louis, Mo.
a sign that pledges are received. But to this city representatives of more
"No daughter of mine shall ever One of Most Important Objects West
60 of the
the balls do not indicate what
leading universities
AMERICANS WED IN PARIS
they than
ern Farmer Must Star In Mind,
a son of old Wlldon's," thun
marry
really axe. They are the arms of the and colleges of the United States
Paris, Otc 18. American society dered Francis Halbet's Irate father.
Medici family. Whoever has visited and Canada. The
Especially During Fall.
day's program was In the French capital was much In"A son Isn't to blame for his lathFlorence will recall the three balls
an
with
academic procession terested in the wedding today of Miss er's mistakes," answered Francis
The proper method of farming,
alternated with the red lilies. But opened
many trades or lines of business,
how comes it that the decorations of in which the educators, alumni, stu- Madeleine L'Engle, daughter of Mr. "You always maintain your dtebelie'
cannot be confined by any hard and
the Tuscan palace have found their dents, faculties and guests, all wear- and Mr William J. L'Engle of New in hereditary traits."
'In this case I believe that Clarence rast rules.
ing academic gowns according to their OrVans, and Adrian Iselin, 2ntLj son
way to London?
has
or will inherit all his fatht-r'uinerent soils require " different
Th explanation Is not difficult If degree, took part The procession of C. Oliver Iselin of New York. Both
He
burled
has
never
ever
ways.
treatment,
and a treatment which
we give the subject a moment's was followed by formal exercises in the bride and
groom are well known to patient, much less cured one."
might be ideal for one season might
thought. The first gold changers to aimory. Dr. Vincent was introduced
"How can he when he hasn't the not be equally so for the nexL How
society on both sides of the Atlantic,
settle in London, as in Paris, were by his
Dr. Northrop. The bride is of long and notable line chance? They either send for old Dr. ever, the conservation of moisture If
predecessor.
the Florentines or Lombards. They
of one of the most
Corbln or
important, if not the
chose Lombard street as the place In a brief speech of welcome, former age, and through her father by the themselves take such good care ,
that a doctor Is a ininu most Important, objects the western
where they could carry on their bus!-nes- Governor John Lind, president of the paternal lines she is a descendant of
in
this
town."
farmer must keep In mind and conThese early settlers are per- board of regents, formally turned over the younger Bon of the Marquis de quantity he has a
"Well,
quantity of nerve duct all his operations with that end
petuated today by the bankers. In to ;be new president the administra l'Engel de Bretagne, who settled In to ask for my daughter
and that 'No' In view.
the early days the inhabitants counted tion of the new university. Greetings America in the early
part of the last is final."
He must keep this In mind when fall
their
among
number some of the Me- from other intsitutions and from the century. By her father on the mater"But, father, didn't you marry mo'h-plowing, but opinions differ as to the
dici family and to inspire confidence
in opposition to her family best method.
student body and alumni of nal side she comes: of English stock
Some say they harrow
they exhibited their family arms, to faculty,
wishes?"
Washfollowed
to
the
of
back
Minnesota
Lawrence
down; others say: leave It rough to
which leads
University
which they had a perfect
.
Times were differ- hold the snow. I have observed and
right The
"Hush, child
of George
family of Medici Is extinct today, but President William O. Thompson of ington, the great-uncl- e
ent in those days," said Mr. Halbert.
tried both methods, writes Charles
their anna survive them, the present Ohio State University presented the' Washington. Mr. Iselin's family has
That evening Mrs. Halbert com- W. N. TInott
in Campbell's' Farmer,
users thinking the respectability of congratulations of the National Asso- long been prominent In New York. C.
to her husband:
but I always harrow well the ground
the origin too great to be dispensed ciation of State Unlversties. The for Oliver Iselin is noted for his interest plained are you so obstinate
"Why
Jn the as plowed each day, and IrwIU
with. London Qlobe.
try to
in yacht racing. The son was educated case; never have you refused your explain why this
mal exercises concluded with the
should
. best
.
give
h
now
address of the new president. at Oxford end has spent much of his daughter the smallest trifle, and
results. Almost every season some
that this love has come Into her life, rain falls
Dr. George E. Vincent, who becomes time abroad.
ONLY TAKING OUT WRINKLES
harvest or later n
you talk as if she were guilty of some the season,during
so that, aa a rule, the
third president of the University of
great offense. Don't you notice how stubble
ground turns quite moist;
CAUSES SICKNESS.
Woman Gives Her" Gowns (leant Minnesota, comes to the institution
thin and languid she is lookjng. She and
the old proverb, "A
believing
-Bath and Alarm the Entire
Bersel?
.
to death." ,
is grieving
from the University of Chicago, where
bird In hand is worth two In the
.
Hotel Staff.
Wilson
fellow?
that
"Over
ImpossiDisorGood
a
with
Health
as
Impossible
eh served for ten years
professor
I think this should be harble. Send her to the seashore and bush,"
dered Stomach.
was born in Rock-forrowed at once, for It is surprising
The couple had been traveling and of sociology. He
return
and
gay. If she how
rosy
There is nothing that will create shell
111., 47 years ago and Is the son
rapidly newly plowed land will
the wife's gowns had got wrinkled.
didn't see him every day she'd never dnr out
cause
more
or
trouble
than
even In the tall
sickness
the
H.
of
Vincent
After dressing they went to the thea- of Bishop John
think of that Idiotic physician. He
Then regarding the holding of
and
a
disordered
peo
stomach,
many
After
church.
for
Methodist
couldn't
canary."
Episcopal
ter, having previously unpacked the
my pet
prescribe
"He wouldn't," answered Mrs. Hal- snow, we are told that It takesseven
trunks, hung all the wrinkled dresses graduating from Yale in 1885 he en- pie daily contract serious maladkU
of
or
abuse
bert. Francis told me that after you inches of snow to make one inch of
up In the bathroom and then filled the gaged in editorial work for one year simply through disregard
so it can be seen that even
'stomach.
bathtub with hot water.
the
spoke to him In that abrupt manner, water,
and then made an extensive tour of
very
plowed land would not
roughly
he
he
would
come
said
near
never
the
from
Not long after their departure perWe urge every one suffering
Orient. Upon his re
gain a very great amount of water,
"
house
sent
until
for
him."
sons passing along the corridor no- Europe and the
you
again
stomach
indigesany
derangement,
Francis joined some friends at the and all snow falling in a melting conticed something that looked like turn to America he became literary tion, or dyspepsia, whether acute or
seashore and from the tone of her let dition will soak in whether smooth or
smoke coming out through the open editor of the Chautauqua Press fje
to try Rexall dyspepsia
ters, her father felt more than Justi- rough. Then generally the snow,
transom, and an alarm of fire was went to the University of Chicago in chronic,
he dls;inct understanding fied in having urged her to leave when It does begin to melt - in the
conas a fellow in sociology and
given. One of the managers and a
uMll
mnnpv with. home.
spring goes quickly, and the ground
Job tf porters and bellboys, some tinued as an instructor and professor that Ttra
On the fourth day the following tele- still being frozen the water must
armed with fire extinguishers, rushed at that intsitution until his election out question or formality, if after
reasonable use of this medicine they gram was received at the Halbert either run off or wait to be evapup to the scene. Things looked seri- last
orated.
year as president of the Univer- are not satisfied with the results. We home:
ous.
I must admit that my experience
of Minnesota.
"Am
here.
of
Bad
case
sity
quarantined
customers
our
to
them
recommend
The manager produced his pass key
and observation has left me little
In
Don't
hotel.
Feel
worry.
diphtheria
and the brave followers prepared to
every day, and have yet to hear of fine."
faith In snow as a source of moisrush In and ' distinguish themselves. TWO MILLION DOLLAR TEMPLE any one who has not been benefited
Mr. and Mrs. Halbert tried not to ture. Then, again, in our district we
The steam was so thick in. the room
Washington, Oct IS. To the many by. them. Three',, sizes, 25c, 50c and be anxious, but they could hardly wait are troubled with early frosts In the
that not a thing could be seen. One memorable
events which cluster $1.00 a box.' Sold in Las Vegas only the hour until the dally message ar- fall, so that having stubble land harlook established that the vapor was
rowed down all ready for the seeder
the
making of a nation's capital at our store The Rexall Store. E. rived.
not smoke. .When the traveled couple about
"Still quarantined," Mrs. Halbert is a most decided advantage in help- -'
G. Murphy.
the
added
must
be
laying
another,
found
an
hotel
to
back
the
they
got
read on the sixth day. Hotel physi- lng us to get our wheat early, thus
Irate manager and a lot of soaked o fthe cornerstone of the $2,000,000
takes every precaution. Not bettering our chances of having our
cian
ANDREW
frocks. The woman said .she had Scottish Rite Temple with solemn BROTHERHOOD OF ST.
wheat grade No. 1 hard. Oats and
lonely."
Buffalo. N. Y.. Oct 18. More than
often taken the wrinkles out of dress- Masonic ceremonies this afternoon
"Put yourself under doctor's care. barley may be sown later and still
es by a steam bath and she didn't see The occasion waa made notatrte by a mousana aieg.ira,
Do exactly aa. be gays," Mr. Halbert escape the frost.
My advice to farmers is therefore to
why the hot water was kept so very the presence of the entire supreme Protestant Episcopal church of the wired his daughter.
telerest
of
well each day's plowing.
harrow
the
from
the
hot anyhow, for goodness knew that
Enseemed
It
of
Church
and
the
of Scottish (Rite Masons of United States
grams that Francis was enjoying her
nobody wanted to take a bath in boil- council
ana
vuu
?l
oi
many
in
and
uanaaa,
the southern jurisdiction, together
enforced isolation and there evidently
ing water- wanted uog massage.
high standing in business ana me was no danger of contagion as the
Because Alexandria hotel, Los Anwith large delegations of the mem-lo- t
this
in
have
city
gathered
doctor watched her closely, was often geles, refused to massage her bulldog
bership of the order from Virginia, professions,
When She Phones.
Delaware,! Xt take part in the annual convention her partner at bridge and accompa- with electric appliances, Mrs. Henry T.
Pennsylvania,
Maryland,
this
in
"Business will be held up
of St. Andrew. nied her on long walks.
Colum-- , ff the Brotherhood
Phillips and maid of New York restore for the next ten minutes," growl- New Jersey and the District of
most likely some old fatherly fused to register. Mrs. Phillips had
"He's
M1
in
melius
ed the Imnatioent man. "Even the bia. Five thousand participated
practitioner who took pity on her," three maids, a man servant, and a
h- i- tirade through the city 10 ""d will have as speaKers wt. whprescription clerk is holding his
her father. "If I had brindle bulldog.
commented
breath. Two good looking women are 16th and S. streets northwest, where cn. P. Ptearly of Philadelphia, Rev. searched the world over, could I have
"Before I register," said Mrs. PhilC
getting ready to use the telephone. the new temple is to be erected and anon Powell, president of King's
devised any better scheme for keep- lips to the chief clerk, Mr. Sibbald,
That is why. When a handsome womthe ceremonies of the day were le?e, Windsor, Ontario; and a number ing Francis away from Wilson. Es- "I must be assured that my dog will
an talks over an open telephone every- neU
of other clergymen ana educators or pecially as she Is enjoying herself in have sanitary quarters with plenty of
s
hotel."
a
body within earshot takes a vacation
in- - wide reputation.
light and sunshine. I do not expect to
an
with
ceremonies
The
opened
(
and listens. A plain woman might
"Thank the doctor for his kind- take him to my rooms, but he must
talk half a day and nobody would pay vocation by Rev. William T. Snyder
ness," he wrote after he received be massaged by the barber with elecword that Francis would leave on the tric appliances."
any attention, but a good looking aWom- chaplain of the supreme council. Jas.
big- D. Richardson of Tennessee, soveretan Take Your Common Colds Seriously
an at a public telephone draws
Mr. Slbbard gasped his astonishfollowing day. ''Invite him to visit us
the
common colds, severe and frequent on your return, when I will thank him ment, then politely and gently deger crowd than the president of she
commander of the Scottish Rite
grand
s
X.
,ay tne foundation of chronic
United States. Everybody thinks
in person and pay for his services clared that "it was against the rles,"
for the southern jurisdiction.,
con(jltlon8 of ,th nose and throat whatever amount he states."
Is going to say something worth hear"Very well, then," the woman snap,
after
delivered the opening address,
intereand majr develop into bronchitis,
"Dear Father," was the answer a ped, indignantly. "Come, give me the
ing,, and they become vitally
New
of
Russell
and
John
For
wkhlch
pneumonia,
Pope
consumption.
sted."-.;
few hours later. "Dr. Wilson accomchain boy. Come, Brutus," and she
coughs and colds in children and
me. home on your invitation to swept from the lobby to a taxlcab.
"If you are In such a big hurry," York, the architect of the temple,
panies
ask as payment for his services your Exchange. '
said the impatient man's companion, delivered the Masonic implements ap- "why don't you go down sUeet and propriate to the occasion to the grand scnaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
attend to that other errand while tbey
...
,
are putting ' up your prescription
-
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Wedding Stationery
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Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards
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"Oh, no,"Lsaid the impatient man, I

want to hear, too."

Deserved Reward Came Late.
of the
Writing of the celebration
one hundredth birthday i of Ambrolse
a short
Thomas, which took place
the
that
says
Delbltz
Karl
time ago,
career of the great French composert
achieVe-mr,furnishes another instanee of
lata in life. He was only seven
teen years old when he had mastered
sent
the piano and the violin and was from
a
musician,
also
his
father,
by
hia hnme. In Met, to the Faris ConratnrV. where he won many prizes
-he
for his extraordinary work. "But
a fiftv-fiv- e
years old before his
uimi'- - vm nerformed and at once
with
, placed , Aim, In the sameaddsclassDelbita.
the great performers,"
"When it had been performed in Paris
of the re- 1,000 times i the president
v
inatAi Thomas with the grand
? He
cordon of the Legion of Honor and
years old
lived to be eighty-fiv- e
la
enjoyed three decades oi recoSuu-Sarvl-
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"You may break, yon may shatter,
. aa it nil Will-- "
.AW
look
He paused and bent a severe
....... hla vniincr wife.
in our Station
m..
DUb it i. Pn.tomarT
of life," he went on,, "to leave that
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sort of things to servants,
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"We want our product known from
the Atlantic to the Pacific."
"Start a big advertising campaign.
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BILEAKFAST FOODS
THE STORE THAT'S AlvislllSY
'
Cream of Wheat
'
Grape Nuts
Grains of Gold
Nudavene Flakes
Shredded Wheat Biscuit
Kellog Corn Flakes
Quaker Corn Flakes
Rice Flakes
. Maple Flakes
'
Wheat Flakes

Mr. and Mrs. "William Booth are the
parents of a baby girt born to them
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Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every
detail, is now here. We are better prepared to please you
than ever before.

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD
Empress Flour Used During Exhibition

to 20 cents per Ptxckaife

'
,

We have all the New Fall Styles.

There will be a-- special meeting of
Try a dram of Old. Taylor bourbon
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
J. EX Rosenwald lodge for the pur
at
the Opera Bar. ;
in the; wood. Direct from distillery
pose of Initiation tomorrow evening
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
The beat place in town at which to at 8 o'clock.
White Kitchen.
A request was received last night eat is the
. The Improved Box Ball bowling al
by W. C. Dennis from Luther Myers,
Ve
two
For
the
Las
leys open tonight at 618 Sixth street.
the
days
past
father of Merle Myers, who died yesa
Traction
bad
has
Everybody
plays the game. Come in
gas
company
terday, to send the body tonight to
skill. Spectators are
and
your
workmen
work
of
try
at
gang
leveling up
his home in Finlay, O.
the track for the new cars which will welcome.
All bumps
The baby boy bora to Mr. and Mrs. be put in service Sunday.
The work of providing drainage
and
out
the low
are
taken
being
Edward O. Gallegos last Saturday,
for the corner of Railroad and Doug
has been named Albert Albino G. Gal- places raised so that all rocking of
the one truck cars iciU be done away las avenues has been practically fin
legos. ThiB baby ia the
with. . It is the intention of the com ished and as soon as the last pipe is
of Mr. and Mra. Henry Goke.
pany gradually to eliminate all of laid the cement men will start put
the" line which will ting in cross walks. For some time
The Harmony club will meet with the bumps in
and will not be past storm water has stood in the
easier
make
running
Mrs. Paul Marselle, 829 Eighth street,
so hard on the cars.
gutter on the northwest corner at this
tomorrow, Thursday, afternoon at
and has seeped into the cel
crossing
2:30. At the last meeting the date
One of the new cars of the Las Ve- lars of the houses. The soil pipes
of meetings was changed from Frigas Traction company was run over just put In will carry all of the su
day to Thursday afternoons.
the line for the first time this morn- perfluous water into the ditch west
and was the object of much fa- of the Casteneda hotel, from where
ing
As the railroad pay checks did not
vorable
comment,.,, The cars are far it will be drained into the arroyo. In
arrive until yesterday all of the
to the old ones for use in putting in these' pipes it was necessuperior
stores will be open tonight, taking
work and are as, fine sary to tear up all of the old cross
city
regular
the place of the regular day after
as any ever seen in cities like walks, which were of inferior quality.
looking
pay day opening, and giving the men
will be
the regula
another chance to cash their pay Las Vegas. The trip this morning They concrete replaced hy
tion
walks.
wa
the
first
a
This
trial.
was
,
only
checks. '
of the cars to arrive. It has been
TO ENLARGE FORT BLISS.
fitted out completely and will be run
Dr. A. R. Harrington,
veterinary for the first time for the purpose of
El Paso, Texas, Oct.
With a
surgeon and dentist, haa permanently
on Sunday. The view to enlarging Fort Bliss, near
passengers
carrying
located at M. N. Chaffln's livery, 514
other two cars are still in the han?s here, so as to accommodate more
Douglas avenue. All diseases of live of the
shopmen, but will be ready for cavalry for border patrol duty, Secre
stocy treated. Special attention giv service
tary of War Henry L. Stimson and
by the end of the week.
en to the teeth and eyes. All calls
Chief of Staff Leonard Wood today
answered promptly, day or night
are making an inspection tour. AsPhone Main 1.
The Fraternal Brotherhood held a sistant Secretary of the Interior
meeting and reception for the su- Samuel Adams, and Chief of the RecSeveral complaints have been made preme vice president of the order, lamation Service F. H. Newell toabout the crossing from the corner of Sister Niedig of Los Angeles, and morrow will Inspect the work that
Bradley place to the library park "on Harry Boyer of Denver, who are vis- has been done on Elephant Butte
Sixth avenue, and it is said attention
iting the lodges in this section of the dam, which Is being built north of
should be given the matter before a country. During the regular meeting here on the Rio Grande.
serious accident occurs. The gravel a class of four candidates was taken
walk across the street at this point Into the brotherhood and the gatherRODGERS REACHES DALLAS.
has been worn awav and a step down ing listened to good, speeches
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 18. Aviator C.
by the
is the result As the corner is dark visitors. The Las Vegas brotherhood P. Rodgers passed over the downit is dangerous for pedestrians at presented Sister Niedig with a hand- town district at 12:45 o'clock p. m.
night A few shovels of gravel would some souvenir pillow. In appreciation today on bis flight from Dallas to
remedy the matter and might save of her work. It was .12 years ago Fair park. He will remain here unsome one a sprained ankle or broken that she Installed the Meadow City til tomorrow when at noon he plans
leg.
Brotherhood and it is for this reason to start for San Antonio.
it has such a warm regard for her.
The fool is never so stingy with
65 members of the lodge were
About
NOTICE.
in
one
the
of
his
and
folly as the wise man Is with his
present
participated
Dr. W. A. Smith
wisdom.
ever
most
spent
evenings
enjoyable
Dentist.
in the hall. Mrs. Niedig Is on her
la at Mora, and will make trips thek-to Kentucky to install some
Pride goeth before a fall, but the
way
Monthly.
chapters. On her way east she Is most humble boat that floats is
visiting all of the lodges on the route. p rowed.
PIANO BUYERS!
Mr. Boyer and Mrs. Niedig left late
Write NOW to the Knight-Camwill
The fellow who becomes famous
bell Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for last night for Raton where they
over night always wakes up the next
their Illustrated catalogue, prices and visit the Gate City hrotherhood.
"
morning.
terms, and big list of special bargains
in slightly used pianos and
It's a pretty safe; bet that a man
has Just as many friends as he lie
serves.
-

:.

price from

"REGAL S HOE S"

Mr. and Mrs. East, experts from factory, will be glad to
Come in whether you
soow yon all about the MAJESTIC
want to buy or not.'

R. B. Schoonmaker Is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In
surance company.

"

...
Flakes
Petti john Breakfast Food
;
Ralston Breakfast Food
The above are all fresh, package goods, ranging: in

n

NOW ON

The best place in town at which to
eat la the White Kitchen.

i

.

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

last night

Triscuit

i

MAJESTIC COOKING EXHIBIT
'

is a.s follows:

Cream of Rye
Puffed Rice

LOCAL NEWS

great-grandso-

The Regal People Use the Straight
Line Selling System
i Direct From Factory to Wearer
This method gives the customer all the new lasts in

3 to 6veeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
the usual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same
.
line
show
We
will
the
gladly
thing.
you
'

.

.

V

,

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrll$&Uh

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

?

fMmh,

Steam Coal Sawed

CoaL all sices

gjm yym

and Kindling

Wood

'

'"''

C O tJ D Oii

ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National

Bnk

OF

Las Vegas; New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

'

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier'
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

'

Chop

'

Home Grown
Home Ground

Shorts

f.

and all ikinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at
i

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 13

SQUARE DEAL"
BBSBflBaSSBI

For Eiighteen Cents
r

'

-- r
,

'!

III'?

J.

ft!

you can have a twenty candle f
power lamp burn forty hour s
It's cheaper than oil , lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light svnd
Power Co.

Why, Rent a Furnished Room?
Did it ever occur to you that you are
paying $5.00 to $10.00 a month extra

Y

rent on

a

furniture

,

investment

of

$50.00 and not more than $100.00?
We will sell you the furnirure on these terms and then it
will be yours.
Come in and talk to us about it today.
,

3; J G
.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete Furnishers, of the Home"

"

t

Bran

4

A

.

Our Pride Flour

1

,

GREENBERGER

i4sj

.f

Pure
BUCKWHEAT

Beginning
beginning in your
week's housework. Is to get
your soiled linen . out of the
A

good

way,

FLOUR

4 lbs for 25c

the qulckeet and most

Coffee Wilf Advance in Price

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Take Your Common Colds Seriously
Common colds, severe and frequent
lay the foundation of chronic diseased conditions of the nose and throat
and may develop into bronchitis,
For
pneumonia, and consumption.
all coughs and colds in children and
in grown persons, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound promptly. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

1

Given Away

your whole week's work will be
made easier.
phone

wagon.

call

brings

FREE

our

'

with each $1.00
Cash Purchase

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81v , 617 Douglas

AUTUMN IS

-

Chase & Sanborn's Famous Coffees

PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico

Stile Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

18117

4,

"

CURTISS AVIATION MEET

Glenn H. Curtlss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

Durham Stake for ana Pacers

to be raced 'BuU' Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Tod
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaacs Barth, Pres.
John B." McManns,
.

one useful Glass
Dish

Buy Now
We are Sole Agents for

THE

$iooo "Bull

sat-

isfactory way, is to have as
come and get it this will do
'away with "Blue Monday," and

A

Just what you want these
cool mornings.

Even with a 98 cent watch the
leader of an orchestra may be able to
keep good time.

HERE

(from October 15th, 1911)

and the Chrysanthemum is very properly in evidence.
u
Big ones at $2.00 per dozen. "'
"y
Small ones in sprays, 75c to $150 per dozen,
j We've never had finer ones. Call and set them.

Assortment in north window

Secy-Mng- r.

Reims For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rami
These rams axe specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
urranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall.-- . Would be pleased to meet parties at. any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
,

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shm&kr,

N. M.

5

The Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

Onion. :..." Son
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone MeJn 462

BOUCHER'S
I
a W!

(Tha Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIEDADS HIT THE BULLS EYE

